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Alaska Department ofFish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 
FAX No. (907) 465-6094 

www.JlaskJprohunrer.org 

SPRING 2011 BOARD OF GAME WRITTEN COMMENTS 

Dear Alaska Board of Game Membel!'!!f!lii=, === 
Please fmd the fonowing eo_illY fer yeur "RsideMaR regarding-pr&pe8ll1s yoo will be 
addressing at your Spring 2011 meeting in Wasilla and Anchorage. The Alaska 
Professional Hunters Association Inc. (APHA) has serious concerns with the scope of many 
of the proposals you will be addressing at this meeting. The professional guide industry 
represents a significant and important rnral economy in Alaska which is dependent upon 
prndent stewardship and conservation of Alaska's wildlife. Most importantly, wildlife 
conservation measures that support harvestable surpluses of wildlife also contribute the 
most enhanced lifespan and care for aU species and aU perSons who enjoy and depend on 
Alaska's wildlife. 

APHA feels that it is very important that you consider the whole of the achievements that 
have been made and what the benefits have been to our wildlife in ongoing predator 
management regions as weU as what we can do to assist with these type of efforts in other 
needed regions. It is important to note that there have been numerous dynamics that have 
been implemented on this road to recovery so to speak regarding our wildlife conservation 
enhancement and IntensivelPredator Management programs. 

What we do know is that these dynamics are working and have stood the test of legal 
challenge and public acceptance. APHA therefore urges caution to you regarding initiating 
new methodology that may disrnpt the public acceptance of the ongoing programs. 

Dediramf to die COI1Sf1l1atioli of Our Wifrflift Resources 
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As Alaska's wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is 
important to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management 
initiatives than others. Canopied regions will naturally respond slower that sparser 
habitats. APHA urges caution in going to far to fast in initiating methodologies that may 
jeopardize the whole of the existing programs. 

APHA asks for your support in developing expansion of proven management programs 
into like problem regions which are in need of relief related to predator and prey 
imbalances. We urge your support for these initiatives where and when possible in keeping 
with maintaining the whole of the programs statewide. The predator management 
programs provide for optimum sustained yield management which provides for the best 
interest of the wildlife, and all people who depend on and enjoy prudent management. 

Many of the proposals you will be considering at this meeting seek to eliminate or restrict 
existing non-resident hunter opportunity in some manner. Once again, there are numerous 
reasons for APHA to urge caution and restraint in regards to support of these proposals 
related to balance for the whole considerations. 

Please consider the following factors when addressing these proposals: 

1. Annual Non-Resident Harvest percentage of moose, caribou and sheep is low in 
comparison with the wildlife conservation funding they provide. When you 
eliminate uon-resident opportunity, you eliminate the vital funding needed to 
enhance and couserve wildlife for the best interest of the whole. 

2. When non-resident hunting is eliminated, a substantial part of the annual predator 
harvest which occurs during the ungulate hunts is also eliminated. When you 
eliminate this non-resident harvest, you eliminate in most cases, the most significant 
annual predator harvest as well. 

3. Moose harvest restrictions of 50 inch or certain brow tine requirement for moose 
hunters is biologically designed to not affect the reproduction of the moose 
population. Thus, the limited amount of current non-resident harvest is not 
affecting the overall moose population. 

4. Historical predator (wolf) management was utilized to enhance ungulate 
populations. These historic and current efforts were and are conducted in many 
cases by professional guide service providers. The resulting gain in ungulate 
populations has now been calculated into the Amount Necessary for Subsistence 
numbers which is utilized to eliminate the guide service providers who have and are 
working so hard to assist in ungulate enhancement. In short: Many ANS numbers 
have been generated during the highest density of these ungulate species in history 
and represent numbers that we may never see again, and as such, are unjust and 
result in a tool utilized to eliminate other user groups. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 2 
Dedicated to the Conservation ofAlaska's Wildlife Resources 
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PROPOSALS THAT APHA OPPOSES: 4,6,7,8,12,13,19,20,21,25,26,27,28,29,30, 
31,32,35,36,37,41,52,57,60,65,66,75,76, 77, 78,79,80,90,101,102,105,106,115,117, 
120,197,199,225,227,228 

PROPOSALS THAT APHA SUPPORTS: 14, 17,23,24,34,51,53,74,81,118,119,121, 
122,200,201,214,218,219, 

PROPOSALS THAT APHA SUPPORTS WITH AMMENDMENT: 5,22,33,40,54,103, 
114,217, 

PROPOSALS THAT APHA HAS COMMENTS ON BUT DEFERS TO THE 
CONSIDERATION OF THE BOARD: 116,205,215,223, 

INDIVIDUAL PROPOSAL COMMENTS 

Proposal 4: Oppose, We prefer proposal 114 amended to a three mile radius of the 
communities. It is important to note that the brown bear harvest in this region has been 
increasing annually primarily on state lands. Additionally, the brown bear management plan for 
this region represents a established success that is recognized worldwide. 

ProposalS: Support with Amendment, Encourage taking no action on the fall season changes 
and amend spring season to May 10-30.This will allow for better targeting of bears which are 
adept in moose calf harvest. 

Proposal 6: Oppose, Prefer proposal 114 amended to a three mile radius of the communities. 

Proposal 7: Oppose, Prefer proposal 114 amended to a three mile radius of the communities. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 3 
Dedicated to the Conservation ojAlaska's Wildlife Resources 
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Proposal 8, Oppose, This herd needs additional growth before human harvest should occur. We 
recommend looking at the health of the herd during the next BOG cycle and if harvest 
opportunity exists, allocation should be based on history of human harvest factors regarding 
resident and nonresident hunting opportunity. Federal matching funds for wildlife conservation 
measures such as are occurring within this area should to be respected. 

Proposal 12 and 13: Oppose, Prefer proposal 14. 

Proposal 14: Support, APHA commends ADF&G, and the participants in this working group 
for their good work with this solution. This proposal if adopted and adhered to by hunters will 
provide for a better accountability ofconservation and private land based concerns. 

Proposal 17: Support, Based on it's given merits. It will be important to monitor harvest 
annually to make sure harvest is kept within management objectives. 

Proposal 19 and 20, Oppose 

Proposal 21: Oppose, We support the 1M concept of this proposal however, as written it appears 
to have alternative motives regarding future restrictions ofhunting by nonlocal hunters. 

Proposal 22: Support with Amendment, Amend and develop the program for wolves and not 
bears. The number of bears that would have to be harvested per wolfto affect caribou or moose 
recruitment is very high, as high as sixty to one. Utilize proposal 114 as an additional bear 
harvest tool. 

Proposal 23: Support, based on its given merits. 

Proposal 24: Support, based on its given merits. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 4 
Dedicated to the Conservotion ofAlaska's Wildlife Resources 
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Proposals 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29: Oppose, These proposals and the issues brought forward with 
them all suggest need for better overall wildlife management for all species within GMU 17. 
When moose and caribou population densities drop to low levels, the brown bear caused 
mortality on the declining prey species increases accordingly. Should Alaska jeopardize its 
world renowned brown bear management programs with extreme liberalization of season dates, 
means and methods of harvest whenever this occurs is a question we have to consider for the 
best interest of our overall wildlife conservation integrity. 

APHA member guides who have a long history of operating in this region are reporting 
increasing numbers of wolves and declining moose populations. We encourage the BOG to work 
with the Department to develop a comprehensive predator management program that includes 
defined rationale and goals that will effectively help moose and caribou populations recruit to 
prudent carrying capacities. 

We also encourage the BOG to look at proposal 114 and eonsider adopting a similar strategy for 
GMU 17. 

Proposals 30, 31 and 32: Oppose, Existing season dates, bag limits and allocation all have been 
established in recent BOG cycles to help rebuild this herd and still provide for subsistence need. 
We prefer to see status quo management and let the herd continue to rebuild before maximizing 
harvest opportunity. 

Proposal 33: Support with Amendment, Amendment would allow for RM 587 permits to be 
provided in Port Alsworth and Iliamna as well as Dillingham. There are several guides who live 
in or operate from Port Alsworth and Iliamna who have to fly their clients to Dillingham to 
secure these permits. If these two additional areas would be allowed to issue the permits, hunter 
effort would increase in keeping with moose conservation concerns. 

Proposal 34: Support, Based on its given merits. This herd is growing and expanding. 
Nonresident opportunity should be allowed. The management guidelines developed for 
rebuilding this population of moose urmecessarily exclude nonresident hunter opportunity. 
Nonresident opportunity provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in 
tum provide for the harvestable surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the 
benefit of prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska 
economy and meat sharing. 

Proposal 35: Oppose, Prefer proposal 33 as amended above. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 5 
Dedicated to the Conservation ofAlaska's Wildlife Resources 
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Proposal 36: Oppose, We also encourage the BOG to look at proposal 114 and consider 
adopting a similar strategy for GMU 17, as well as our other recommendations within our 
comments on proposals 28-29. The nonresident moose harvest for this area is still sustainable 
and their harvest of fifty inch or four brow tine bulls is not affecting recruitment. Nonresident 
opportunity provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide 
for the harvestable surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of 
prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy 
and meat sharing. 

Proposal 37: Oppose, Prefer proposal 33 as amended above. 

Proposal 40: Support with Amendment, Amendment would read: Unit 13 Remainder: 
Resident and Nonresident Hunters, One Bear Every Regulatory Year, Season Dates: 
Aug.l0 June 15. We agree with many of the concerns brought forward with this proposal and 
do not feel that the June IS - August 9 seasons are needed or in the best interest of sustaining 
ongoing wildlife conservation needs. Nonresident hunter opportunity should not be reduced as it 
provides substantial and needed wildlife conservation support and local economy. 

Proposal 41: Oppose, There is ample harvest opportunity for black and brown bear harvest by 
hunting without baiting in this region. Baiting does allow for harvest of black bears for food and 
hide/skull utilization in brush and forested regions and of course, extensive baiting efforts will 
draw brown bears where brown and black bear co-exist. Brown bears should not be hunted in 
this manner. The second degree of kindred law will continue to be abused, brown bear sows with 
young eubs will be targeted. 

Proposals 51and 53: Support, Wild sheep in this region are in low densities and there needs to 
be better science and accountability of this great and renowned population. We agree with the 
proposers of these proposals that allowing for harvest of % rams paints a target on this area for 
hunters and will encourage additional harvest. We also agree in the standardization concept and 
related conservation concerns. 

Proposal 52: Oppose, Prefer proposals 51 and 53. The wild sheep population in this region does 
not need additional harvest opportunity. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 6 
Dedicated to the Conservation of Alaska's Wildlife Resources 
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Proposal 54: Support with Amendment, We have always supported the data gathering aspect 
of the sheep sealing requirement regulation. However, defining of full curl, eight years old and 
broomed or broken horns has become discretionary and arbitrary between agencies and the 
public. Our requested amendment would be for the Board to request affiliated public and 
agency cooperation to standardize the full curl definition in a manner that will minimize 
making bad hunters out of good hunters, This could possibly be done within a BOG 
subcommittee. 

Proposal 57: Oppose, Nonresident opportunity is sustainable in this region and provides for 
related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide for harvestable surpluses of 
wildlife for all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of prudent stewardship. Additionally, it 
provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing. 

Proposal 60: Oppose, This proposal works against the management goals of the TCUA. The 
current moose population in this region needs management help to improve and enhance 
recruitment, not additional harvest at this time. 

Proposal 65 and 66: Oppose, Wolf population has been kept at stable numbers in keeping with 
prey species enhancement to range carrying capacities and higher density sustained yield hlll'Vest 
levels. This balance promotes the best interest of all species of wildlife and all people who enjoy 
or depend upon the benefits ofprudent stewardship. Nonresident opportunity provides for related 
wildlife conservation funding measures which in tum provide for the harvestable surpluses of 
wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit ofprudcnt stewardship. Additionally, it 
provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing. 

Proposal 74: Support, Based on it's given merits. 

Proposal 75: Oppose, Nonresident opportunity is sustainable in this region and provides for 
related wildlife conservation funding measures which in tum provide for harvestable surpluses of 
wildlife for all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit ofprudent stewardship. Additionally, it 
provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 7 
Dedicated to the Conservation oj Alaska's Wildlife Resources 
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Proposals 76 and 77: Oppose, When moose densities drop to low levels, the brown bear caused 
mortality on the declining prey species increases accordingly. Should Alaska jeopardize its 
world renowned brown bear, overall wildlife management programs and existing Predator 
Management programs with extreme liberalization of season dates, means and methods of 
harvest of brown bears whenever these low density equilibriums occur is a question we have to 
eonsider for the best interest of our overall wildlife conservation integrity. We recommend a 
brown/grizzly bear season dates ofAugust, 10 - June 15 in GMU 16, increased resident hunter 
recruitment effort through development and distribution of conservation media and working with 
the guide industry to enhance harvest e,fforts in defined and targeted regions. 

As Alaska's wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is important 
to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management initiatives than others. 
Canopied regions will naturally respond slower that sparser habitats. APHA urges caution in 
going too far too fast in initiating methodologies that may jeopardize the whole of the existing 
programs. 

Proposal 78: Oppose, Brow and black bear need to be part of the GMU 161M program in a 
manner that does not jeopardize the whole of the program. 

Proposal 79 and 80: Oppose, Prefer proposal 81. When professional hunting guides have to 
base their businesses overhead expenses and employment opportunities on the "luck of the draw" 
it puts them at a serious disadvantage in regards to prudent business management. Nonresident 
opportunity is sustainable in this region and provides for related wildlife conservation funding 
measures which in turn provide for harvestable surpluses of wildlife for all hunters and people 
who enjoy the benefit ofprudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed 
Alaska economy and meat sharing. 

Proposal 81: Support, Based on its given merits. Nonresident opportunity is sustainable in this 
region and provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide for 
harvestable surpluses of wildlife for all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit ofprudent 
stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed Alaska economy and meat 
sharing in a time when Alaska needs increased economy and revenue generation. 

Proposal 90: Oppose. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments PageS 
Dedicated to the Conservation ofAlaska's Wildlife Resources 
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Proposal 101, and 102: Oppose, Wolf population has been kept at stable nwnbers in keeping 
with prey species enhancement to range carrying capacities and higher density sustained yield 
harvest levels. This balanee promotes the best interest of all species of wildlife and all people 
who enjoy or depend upon the benefits of prudent stewardship. Nonresident opportunity provides 
for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in twn provide for the harvestable 
surpluses ofwildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit ofprudent stewardship. 
Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing. 

Proposal 103: Support with Amendment: We recommend amending this proposal to: 
brown/grizzly bear season dates of August, 10 - June 15 in GMU 16, increased resident 
hunter recruitment effort through development and distribution of wildlife conservation 
media and working with the guide industrv to enhance harvest efforts in defmed and 
targeted regions. 

APHA supports the continuation ofthe predator management program in this region with a 
specific focus on wolves and black bears. 

As a State. Alaska has begun the long recovery of rebuilding and re-establishing our stewardship 
mandates regarding our precious wildlife populations. This momentwn has been achieved 
primarily because of a nwnber of like-minded conservation organizations involved with public 
policy making, helping to establish the tools to help you respond to biological concerns. APHA 
has been a significant part of this effort. Please know that your programs are working and are 
generating the mueh needed relief and better stewardship for Alaska's wildlife. 

APHA feels that it is very important that you consider the whole of the achievements that have 
been made and what the benefits have been to our wildlife in these regions as well as what we 
can do to assist with these type of efforts in other needed regions. It is important to note that 
there have been nwnerous dynamics that have been implemented on this road to recovery so to 
speak regarding our wildlife conservation enhancement and IntensivefPredator Management 
programs. 

What we do know is that these dynamics are working and have stood the test of legal challenge 
and public acceptance. APHA therefore urges caution to you regarding initiating new 
methodology that may disrupt the public acceptance ofthe ongoing programs. 

As Alaska's wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is important 
to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management initiatives than others. 
Canopied regions will naturally respond slower that sparser habitats. APHA urges caution in 
going too far too fast in initiating methodologies that may jeopardize the whole of the existing 
programs. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 9 
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APHA asks for your support in developing expansion in additional problem like regions of 
management programs intended to grant relief to predator and prey imbalances. We urge your 
support for these initiatives where and when possible in keeping with maintaining the whole of 
the programs statewide. The predator management programs provide for optimum sustained 
yield management which provides for the best interest of the wildlife, and all people who depend 
on and enjoy prudent management. 

Should Alaska jeopardize its world renowned brown bear, overall wildlife management 
programs and existing Predator Management programs with extreme liberalization of season 
dates, means and methods of harvest of brown bears whenever these low density equilibriums 
occur is a question we have to consider for the best interest of our overall wildlife conservation 
integrity. 

Proposal 105: Oppose: APHA has long objected to same day airborne provisions for black bear 
baiting with concerns related to abuse of the opportunity for hunting other species. There is a 
long record of this abuse in Alaska. If this means and method are adopted, we urge that the 
provision be disallowed whenever there is an ungulate hunting season opening. 

Proposal 106: Oppose: We do not support trapping of black bears outside of predator 
management areas. 

Proposal 114: Support with Amendment, Amendment would establish a three mile radius 
of communities rather than the proposed five miles. Bear harvest within GMU 9 under 
existing guidelines is increasing, especially on state lands. The five mile radius will in many 
cases implement this provision in areas that receive consistent guided hunter effort under the one 
bear every four year bag limit. The three mile radius would more appropriately address problem 
bears. Additionally, we encourage the Department to continue to work with lodges, residences, 
fishing sights and communities in the region to help establish ways to reduce human caused 
bear/human problems. 

Proposal 115: Oppose, Nonresident opportunity within this region was established within BOG 
policy guidelines and within a conservation basis. Of course, guided hunter suecess is often 
higher than unguided whether the client be a resident or nonresident hunter. Nonresident 
opportunity provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide 
for the harvestable surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of 
prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy 
and meat sharing. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 10 
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Proposal 116: Defer to the Discretion ofthe Board, We strongly respect the ongoing research 
program and urge the BOG to reconsider the any ram strategy at each appropriate BOG cycle to 
review whether its goals are working. 

Proposal 117: Oppose: We continue to oppose "special hunt" provisions which exclude other 
hunters. This type of development reduces hunting opportunity for the general public and 
recruitment or retention of hunters in general in exchange for giving a certain type ofhunter a 
preference. In this region and species specific, any additional harvest works against future 
general season hunting opportunities for all hunters and against the good conservation basis that 
the general hunts are maintained within. 

Proposal 118: Support, based on its given merits. 

Proposal 119: Support, based on its given merits. We encourage adoption of this proposal for 
the regions addressable at this meeting and to address the remaining regions during the 
appropriate cycle. Please note that we feel that the "Mulchatna Herd" prior to its significant 
increase in population was actually made up of several different regional populations of animals. 
Acting on this proposal per the appropriate cycle may be more appropriate to the historical norm. 

Proposal 120: Oppose, The historical population trend and the carrying capacity of this herd is 
not in keeping with this proposal. Historical predator (wolf) management was utilized to enhance 
ungulate populations. These historic and current efforts were and are conducted in many cases by 
professional guide service providers. The resulting gain in ungulate populations has now been 
calculated into the Amount Necessary for Subsistence numbers which is utilized to eliminate the 
guide service providers who have and are working so hard to assist in ungulate enhancement. In 
short: Many ANS numbers have been generated during the highest density of these ungulate 
species in history and represent numbers that we may never see again, and as such, are unjust 
and result in a tool utilized to eliminate other user groups. 

Proposal 121: Support, based on its given merits. 

Proposal 122: Support, based on its given merits. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 11 
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Proposal 197: Oppose, APHA has long objected to same day airborne provisions for general 
black bear hunting and baiting with concerns related to abuse of the opportunity for hunting 
black bear and other species. There is a long record of this abuse in Alaska which casts an ethical 
shadow on all hunters. 

Proposal 199: Oppose, This proposal as written is unreasonable. 

Proposal 200, 201: Support, Based on their given merits. This is a simple solution to address a 
serious and longstanding problem. Additionally, this proposal will provide the long sought after 
ability to more effectively allow for Department of Commerce and Department of Public Safety 
to address illegal transporting concerns. 

Proposal205: Defer to discretion of Board, There is long history of effort to eliminate other 
user groups from this region. We encourage the Board to watch for this concern as they deal with 
this proposal. 

Proposal 214: Support, This provision is being abused. As written, this proposal provides for 
appropriate guidelines that are much more compatible with the intent of the law and will allow 
for appropriate enforcement of the intent of the law. 

Proposal 215: We defer our position on this proposal to the discretion ofthe Board based 
after hearing the related public comment. We have members who support both oppose and 
support aspects of this proposal. We have asked them to bring their individual comments to the 
Board for consideration. 

Proposal 217: Support with Amendment, We request that the Board consider protecting the 
innocent hunter making a clerical error versus willful falsification. 

Proposal 218: Support, Based on it's given merit. 

Proposal 219: Support, Based on it's given merit. 

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments Page 12 
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Proposal 223: Defer to discretion of Board: APHA has always maintained that antler, horn, 
claws or skull destruction or non-salvage of the same is a disrespectful practice. Disrespectful for 
both the animal and the hunter. We believe that all hunters have roots entwined within the same 
soils and that the reasons that we hunt cannot be defmed by simple words of food, experience or 
success aspects but a combination of all of these reasons and the many thousands of years of 
hunting heritage that comes with them. We also feel that these nullification provisions adds to 
lack of recruitment and retention of hunters. We understand that some of Alaska's nullification 
requirements have been made to help manage wildlife resources and numbers of hunters. We 
urge the BOG to try to minimize this praetice in the future and to readdress the practice wherever 
it comes up through the BOG cycles in keeping with fair allocation for all hunters. 

Proposal 225: Oppose: We continue to oppose "special hunt" provisions which exclude other 
hunters. This type of development reduces hunting opportunity for the general public and 
recruitment or retention of hunters in general in exchange for giving a certain type of hunter a 
preference. In this region and species specific, any additional harvest works against future 
general season hunting opportunities for all hunters and against the good conservation basis that 
the general hunts are maintained within. 

Proposal 227: Oppose: We prefer status quo for these areas and are concerned that the online 
registration will take away frornthe effective ability of the Department to manage thehunL_ 

Proposal 228: Oppose: We continue to oppose "special hunt" provisions which exclude other 
hunters. This type of development reduces hunting opportunity for the general public and 
recruitment or retention of hunters in general in exchange for giving a certain type of hunter a 
preference. In this region and species specific, any additional harvest works against future 
general season hunting opportunities for all hunters and against the good conservation basis that 
the general hunts are maintained within. 

End of APHA Written Commnets. 

Submitted by, 

Robert Fithian , /. 

~~Pt~ 
APHA Executive Director 
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March 11, 2011 

 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

FAX: (907) 465-6094 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

 

Defenders of Wildlife, The Alaska Center for the Environment and The Alaska 

Wildlife Alliance appreciate the opportunity to submit these written comments on 

proposals that will be considered at the March, 26
th

 – 30
th

, 2011 Board of Game 

(BOG) meeting in Anchorage, Alaska.   

 

Established in 1947, Defenders of Wildlife (Defenders) is a non-profit membership 

based organization dedicated to the protection of all native wild animals and plants in 

their natural communities.  Defenders focuses on the accelerating rate of species 

extinction and associated loss of biological diversity and habitat alteration and 

destruction. Defenders also advocates for new approaches to wildlife conservation that 

will help prevent species from becoming endangered. We have field offices around the 

country, including in Alaska where we work on issues affecting wolves, black bears, 

brown bears, wolverines, Cook Inlet beluga whales, sea otters, polar bears and impacts 

from climate change.  Our Alaska program seeks to increase recognition of the 

importance of, and need for the protection of, entire ecosystems and interconnected 

habitats while recognizing the role that predators play as indicator species for 

ecosystem health.  Defenders represents more than 3,000 members and supporters in 

Alaska and more than one million nationwide.  

 

The Alaska Center for the Environment (ACE) is a non-profit environmental 

education and advocacy organization, whose mission is to enhance Alaskans’ 

quality of life by protecting wild places, fostering sustainable communities and 

promoting recreational opportunities. ACE advocates for sustainable policy on 

behalf of over 6,000 Alaskan members.  

  

Founded in 1978, the Alaska Wildlife Alliance (AWA) is the only group in Alaska 

solely dedicated to the protection of Alaska's wildlife. Our mission is the 
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protection of Alaska's natural wildlife for its intrinsic value as well as for the 

benefit of present and future generations. AWA is your voice for promoting an 

ecosystem approach to wildlife management that represents the non-consumptive 

values of wildlife.  AWA was founded by Alaskans and depends on the grassroots 

support and activism of its members.  

 

 

COMMENTS ON THE ALASKA BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS  

 

 

Proposal 130.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would provide an annual bag limit of 3 black bears in 

Unit 14C. 

 

This proposal advocates raising the black bear bag limit - and potentially increasing 

the harvest - absent supporting data on changes in bear numbers or density.  The 

sole justification is to provide more hunting opportunity; however, it has not been 

demonstrated that this bear population can support increased hunting.  Bears in 

Unit 14C are affected by increasing loss of habitat and habitat encroachment by 

humans that exclude bears from areas where they previously thrived. Increasing 

harvest of such populations absent population data is not sound management. 

 

Proposal 131.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the black bear bag limit to 3 with no 

closed season in the “remainder” of Unit 14C. 

 

The justification for this proposal is that bears in Unit 14C are preying excessively 

on ungulates.  Increasing the bag limit is projected to increase the bear harvest, 

decrease predation on moose and sheep and increase the harvest of ungulates by 

hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as 

poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf predation, all of 

which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other 

areas.  Bear predation may or may not be an important limiting factor, but there is 

no way of knowing absent valid field studies.  We suggest that if the sponsor of this 

proposal suspects bear predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 14C, they 

request the BOG to direct the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to 

undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear predation in 

relation to other limiting factors. 
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Proposal 132.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the harvest objective for black and brown 

bears in the Anchorage Bowl, Unit 14C.  

 

The justification for this proposal is that bears in the Anchorage Bowl are too 

tolerant of humans and this creates a public safety risk that could be reduced by 

hunting bears more intensively. 

 

 

The proponent of this proposal provides no data to support the claim that 

increased hunting of bears would reduce the tolerance of bears for people and 

reduce the risk of bears injuring humans. While we share concern over public 

safety and human wildlife conflict, there is no evidence that conflict is increasing – 

on the contrary, increased public education of bear safety practices has measurably 

reduced conflict in recent years.  

 

We therefore support the continued efforts of ADF&G staff and the Anchorage 

Bear Committee to educate the public about how to reduce attractants including 

proper food and trash storage and the efforts by ADF&G to close trails near 

salmon streams during spawning season to avoid bear-human conflicts.  Bear-

human conflicts should be handled on a case-by-case basis as has successfully been 

done in recent years.  Broad-scale efforts to increase hunting are unacceptable in an 

urban environment. 

 

Increased hunting in areas within the city limits of Anchorage and in Chugach 

State Park is incompatible with other uses, raises public safety concerns and is 

opposed by many residents.  

 

Proposal 140.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the bag limit of wolves to 2 per day with 

no closed season in all of Unit 14C. 

 

The justification for this proposal is that wolves in the Anchorage Bowl are too 

tolerant of humans and this creates a public safety risk that could be reduced by 

hunting wolves more intensively. 

 

Despite these claims, there are no data available indicating that increased hunting 

would decrease the number of wolves in the Anchorage Bowl and therefore 

decrease risks to humans.  Nor are there data indicating that increased hunting of 

wolves would reduce the tolerance of wolves for people and thus reduce the risk of 

wolves injuring humans. 
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Increased hunting in areas within the city limits of Anchorage and in Chugach 

State Park is incompatible with other uses and is opposed by many residents.  

Wolf-human conflicts should be handled on a case-by-case basis as has successfully 

been done in recent years.  Broad-scale efforts to increase hunting are unacceptable 

in an urban environment. 

 

We suggest that expanded public education efforts teaching proper human behavior 

in the presence of wolves and proper handling of dogs when traveling or living in 

wolf country is a better and more cost effective alternative than broad-scale efforts 

to increase hunting near the city. Research has shown that a strong majority of 

Anchorage residents take pride in the city’s wildlife and feel that people should be 

willing to accept some conflict if they want to live here.
1

   

 

Proposal 150.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would allow a hunter to take five black bears every year 

in Units 7 and 15. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that black bears are preying excessively 

on moose on the Kenai Peninsula.  Increasing the bag limit is projected to increase 

the bear harvest, decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of moose by 

hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting 

factors for ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation 

such as poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf 

predation, all of which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate 

populations in other areas.  Bear predation may or may not be an important 

limiting factor, but this cannot be determined absent field studies.   

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Units 7 and 15, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators 

will result in more moose for hunters.  Proposals like this are typical of the “war 

on predators” that is being waged in Alaska where hunting interests believe that 

predator reduction by whatever means is necessary to maintain huntable numbers 

of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on predators have been excessively liberalized 

in many areas but there is no evidence that moose hunters benefited as a result. 

                                                        

1 Alaska Department of Fish and Game. 1999.  Living with Wildlife in Anchorage: A Cooperative  

Planning Effort. Chapter 4: Wildlife in Anchorage 

http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=anchorageplanning.anchorage5#values 
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Until field studies confirm that predation is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, 

the BOG should not attempt to further reduce predator numbers. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects bear predation is limiting 

moose numbers in Units 7 and 15, he should request the BOG to direct the 

ADF&G to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear 

predation in relation to other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in 

particular are subject to heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the 

Sterling Highway in the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is 

concerned about excessive mortality to moose on the peninsula they should 

consider such sources and ask that the BOG direct the ADF&G work with the 

DOT (DOT) to decrease road mortality of moose. 

 

Proposal 151.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal if adopted would allow a hunter to take 3 black bears every year in 

Units 7 and 15. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that there is an increasing number of 

bears in Units 7 and 15 and bears are preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the 

bag limit is projected to increase the bear harvest, decrease predation on moose and 

increase the harvest of moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting 

factors for ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation 

such as poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf 

predation, all of which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate 

populations in other areas.  Bear predation may or may not be an important 

limiting factor, but there is no way of knowing absent field studies.   

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Units 7 and 15, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators 

will result in more moose for hunters.  Proposals like this are typical of the “war 

on predators” that is being waged in Alaska where hunting interests believe that 

predator reduction by whatever means is necessary to maintain huntable numbers 

of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on predators have been excessively liberalized 

in many areas but there is no evidence that moose hunters benefited as a result. 

Until field studies confirm that predation is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, 

the BOG should not attempt to further reduce predator numbers. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects bear predation is limiting 

moose numbers in Unit 7 and 15, it should request the BOG to direct the 

Department to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear 
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predation in relation to other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in 

particular are subject to heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the 

Sterling Highway in the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is 

concerned about excessive mortality they should consider such sources and ask that 

the BOG direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of 

moose. 

 

Proposal 152.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the number of hunting tags for brown 

bears in Unit 15. 

 

The justification for this proposal is that there are too many brown bears in Unit 

15C and that increasing the number of tags issued would result in more bears being 

taken and a reduced risk of human injuries due to bears. 

 

We support the continued application of bear harvest quotas as provided by the 

cooperative joint state-federal Kenai Peninsula Brown Bear Management Plan, and 

oppose measures to change the plan’s harvest guidelines which have been applied 

successfully in recent years. 

 

Proposal 153.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would provide for an annual harvest objective of 100 

brown bears in Unit 15C. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that there is a high number of brown 

bears in Unit 15C and bears are preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the 

harvest objective is projected to increase the bear harvest, decrease predation on 

moose and increase the harvest of moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting 

factors for ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation 

such as poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf 

predation, all of which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate 

populations in other areas.  Bear predation may or may not be an important 

limiting factor too, but there is no way of knowing absent field studies.   

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Unit 15C, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators will 

result in more moose for hunters. Further, the most recent (2001) population 

estimate for the Kenai brown bears is 250-300 animals.  Based on this estimate, a 
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harvest objective of 100 bears per year would result in a 30-40% harvest rate – 

which far exceeds the 6% sustainable human mortality rate for brown bears.  

 

Proposals like this are typical of the “war on predators” that is being waged in 

Alaska where hunting interests believe that predator reduction by whatever means 

is necessary to maintain huntable numbers of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on 

predators have been excessively liberalized in many areas but there is no evidence 

that moose hunters benefited as a result. Until field studies confirm that predation 

is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, the BOG should not attempt to further 

reduce predator numbers. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects bear predation is limiting 

moose numbers in Unit 15C, they should request the BOG to direct the 

Department to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear 

predation in relation to other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in 

particular are subject to heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the 

Sterling Highway in the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is 

concerned about excessive mortality they should consider such sources and ask that 

the BOG direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of 

moose. 

 

Proposal 154.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the brown bear harvest quota in Unit 15. 

 

The suggested justification for this proposal is that brown bears in Unit 15 are 

preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the harvest quota is projected to increase 

the bear harvest, decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of moose by 

hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as 

poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf predation, all of 

which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other 

areas.  Bear predation may or may not be an important limiting factor too, but 

there is no way of knowing absent field studies.   

 

We support the continued application of bear harvest quotas as provided by the 

cooperative joint state-federal Kenai Peninsula Brown Bear Management Plan, and 

oppose measures to change the plan’s harvest guidelines which have been applied 

successfully in recent years. 
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We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects brown bear predation is 

limiting moose numbers in Unit 15, he should request the BOG to direct the 

Department to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear 

predation in relation to other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in 

particular are subject to heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the 

Sterling Highway in the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is 

concerned about excessive mortality they should consider such sources and ask that 

the BOG direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of 

moose. 

 

Proposal 155.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would provide an unlimited bag limit with no closed 

season on coyotes in Units 7 and 15. 

 

The justification for this proposal states that coyote predation on newborn moose 

calves is high.  No studies anywhere in Alaska have ever documented that coyote 

predation on moose calves is sufficient to limit moose numbers or to affect human 

harvests of moose. 

 

This proposal and several others like it raise the issue of de facto predator control.  

While coyotes are targeted in this proposal much de facto control, including 

lengthening seasons and raising bag limits, has been directed at wolves.  We have 

commented extensively on these types of control measures which are designed to 

reduce predators over much of Alaska. These incremental measures are not part of 

a scientifically-sound formal predator control program and virtually always lack 

field study data indicating that the target predator population in the affected areas 

strongly limit ungulate numbers.  Nor do these measures require the public review 

that the formal predator control program would need to be implemented.  

Therefore, we urge the BOG to reject proposals for de facto predator control on all 

target species, including wolves, bears and coyotes.  

 

Proposal 163.  We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would lower the intensive management moose 

population and harvest objectives in Unit 15A. 

 

When the BOG initially set intensive management population objectives for many 

ungulate populations across Alaska it often relied on past population estimates 

from times when these populations reached historically high numbers.  In some 

cases, the historic estimates were little more than guesses, often much higher than 

the likely number of animals actually present.  Clearly, for many ungulate 

populations that reached peaks in the 1950s or 1960s, census methods were crude 

and not based on statistical analyses.  Furthermore, in most cases, the population 
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peaks were followed by crashes demonstrating that peak numbers were 

unsustainable. 

 

Accordingly, we strongly endorse the concept of periodically re-visiting intensive 

management population objectives, adjusting them as necessary to provide 

objectives that are attainable and sustainable and incorporate the best available data 

on the capacity of the habitat to sustain the objective population sizes if they are 

met.  Failure to do so creates unrealistic expectations among hunters and sets the 

stage for perpetual predator control to meet prey population objectives that are 

unlikely to ever be achieved. 

 

We are encouraged to see that the ADF&G has provided an excellent analysis of 

the situation in Unit 15A and has recommended lowering the intensive 

management population objective for moose in light of the changes in habitat 

quality and the ever-increasing encroachment into moose habitat by humans on the 

northern Kenai Peninsula.  We strongly urge the BOG to adopt this proposal and 

to encourage the ADF&G to re-examine intensive management population 

objectives in other units where initial efforts to set objectives resulted in grossly 

inflated numbers. 

 

Proposal 169.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would change several of the moose hunting regulations 

in Units 7 and 15 and provide for an increased take of wolves and bears. 

 

The suggested justification for this proposal is that wolves and bears in Units 7 and 

15 are preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the harvest of predators is 

projected to decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of moose by 

hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting 

factors for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such 

as poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have 

been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas.  

Predation may or may not be an important limiting factor, but there is no way of 

knowing absent field studies.   

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Units 7 and 15, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators 

will result in more moose for hunters.  Proposals like this are typical of the “war 

on predators” that is being waged in Alaska where hunting interests believe that 

predator reduction by whatever means is necessary to maintain huntable numbers 

of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on predators have been excessively liberalized 
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in many areas but there is no evidence that moose hunters benefited as a result. 

Until field studies confirm that predation is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, 

the BOG should not attempt to further reduce predator numbers. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects predation is limiting moose 

numbers in Units 7 and 15, he should request the BOG to direct the ADF&G to 

undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of predation in relation to 

other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in particular are subject to 

heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the Sterling Highway in 

the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is concerned about 

excessive mortality they should consider such sources and ask that the BOG direct 

the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of moose. 

 

Proposal 172.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal if adopted would allow aerial shooting of wolves in Unit 15. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves in Unit 15 are preying 

excessively on moose.  According to the proposal, allowing aerial shooting would 

increase the harvest of wolves which is projected to decrease predation on moose 

and increase the harvest of moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting 

factors for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such 

as poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and bear predation, all 

of which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other 

areas.  Predation may or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is 

no way of knowing absent field studies.   

 

We also note that Unit 15 is poorly suited to aerial shooting of wolves due to the 

forested nature of much of the terrain.  Wolves are very difficult to track and shoot 

in this area and pilots cannot land to retrieve carcasses.  Allowing aerial shooting 

would likely be ineffective in lowering wolf numbers in this unit. Further, as the 

Kenai is heavily visited by a variety of recreational user groups, allowing aerial 

shooting of wolves would create a human safety risk and would likely result in 

increased conflict between user groups.  

 

Finally, the majority of land on the Kenai Peninsula is managed by the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service (FWS) as the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge. Alaska’s 

intensive management programs are inconsistent with FWS policy and mandates. 

Thus the majority of the Kenai would be exempted from aerial control programs, 

decreasing any potential benefit.  
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We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects predation is limiting moose 

numbers in Unit15, they should request the BOG to direct the ADF&G to 

undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of predation in relation to 

other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in particular are subject to 

heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the Sterling Highway in 

the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is concerned about 

excessive mortality they should consider such sources and also ask that the BOG 

direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of moose. 

 

Proposal 173.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would change certain moose hunting regulations in Unit 

15A and would aim to reduce black bears and wolves as part of an intensive 

management program designed to increase moose numbers for hunters. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves and bears in Unit 15A are 

preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the harvest of predators is projected to 

decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as poor 

habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been 

shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas.  Predation 

may or may not be an important limiting factor, but there is no way of knowing 

absent field studies. 

 

We also note that the proposal recommends allowing same-day airborne and aerial 

shooting of wolves in Unit 15A. This unit is poorly suited to aerial shooting of 

wolves due to the forested nature of much of the terrain.  Wolves are very difficult 

to track and shoot in this area and pilots cannot land to retrieve carcasses.  

Allowing aerial shooting would likely be ineffective in lowering wolf numbers in 

this unit. Further, as the Kenai is heavily visited by a variety of recreational user 

groups, allowing aerial shooting of wolves would create a human safety risk and 

would likely result in increased conflict between user groups. Finally, the majority 

of land on the Kenai Peninsula is managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

(FWS) as the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge. Alaska’s intensive management 

programs are inconsistent with FWS policy and mandates. Thus the majority of 

the Kenai would be exempted from aerial control programs thus decreasing any 

potential benefit.  

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects predation is limiting moose 

numbers in Unit15A, they should request the BOG to direct the ADF&G to 

undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of predation in relation to 
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other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in particular are subject to 

heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the Sterling Highway in 

the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is concerned about 

excessive mortality they should consider such sources and also ask that the BOG 

direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of moose. 

 

Proposal 174.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would establish a habitat-based intensive management 

program in Unit 15A to increase moose numbers to benefit hunters. 

 

The proposal outlines the history of the moose population from 1947 when a large 

wildfire created vast areas of high-quality moose habitat and moose numbers 

increased greatly.  By the early 1970s, forest succession greatly reduced habitat 

quality and moose declined sharply following a series of severe winters.  From 1991 

to 2008, further declines reduced the moose population from 2,931 to 1,670 

animals.  The intensive management population objective is 3,000-3,500, but we 

note that Proposal 163, if adopted, would lower this to 1,960 to 2,600. 

 

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, a moose habitat enhancement program was 

conducted by state and federal agencies in this area.  Large areas of black spruce 

forest (re-growth from the 1947 burn) were treated by crushing trees using large 

machines.  This ended when federal management guidelines discouraged single-

species management on National Wildlife Refuge lands. 

 

Now, a state sponsored intensive management program is proposed to increase 

moose in Unit 15A by enhancing habitat, but details outlining where and how this 

would be done are absent.  Reference is made to controlled burns (and the resulting 

smoke problems) but no specifics are provided.  We note that past efforts at 

controlled burning in this area by both the U.S. Forest Service and the FWS were 

generally not effective due to unsuitable weather conditions or failure of burned 

areas to regenerate to high-quality moose habitat. 

 

We also note that areas along Alaska’s road system where moose populations are at 

high density experience a high frequency of moose-vehicle accidents with 

accompanying property damage, injuries and loss of life.  This is the case in 

Fairbanks where state troopers can no longer handle the large number of road-

killed moose carcasses available for charity.  The Kenai Peninsula already has about 

225 road-killed moose per year.  Is it wise to increase moose numbers and risk 

additional road kills?  We suggest that the BOG should direct the ADF&G to 

work with the DOT to devise innovative ways to minimize road kills.  

 

Lacking specifics concerning the methods, extent, and land ownership mosaic 

affected by the proposed program, we cannot endorse this proposal despite the 
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encouraging fact that predator control for this intensive management program is 

not proposed at this time.  We also generally cannot endorse intensive management 

programs on National Wildlife Refuge lands where ecosystem values, as opposed to 

single-species management (or management of one species at the expense of 

another), is the main focus.  

 

Proposal 175.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would allow use of artificial lights at night to shoot black 

bears, wolves and coyotes in Units 7 and 15.  

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves, coyotes and black bears in 

Units 7 and 15 are preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the harvest of 

predators is projected to decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of 

moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as poor 

habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been 

shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas.  Predation 

may or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of 

knowing absent field studies.   

 

Allowing night hunting of black bears would set a dangerous precedent, potentially 

harmful to both hunters who might try to follow wounded bears in the dark and 

to others in the area who might encounter wounded bears.  Night hunting of bears 

presents serious safety problems that should be avoided. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects predation is limiting moose 

numbers in Units 7 and 15, he should request the BOG to direct the ADF&G to 

undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of predation in relation to 

other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in particular are subject to 

heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the Sterling Highway in 

the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is concerned about 

excessive mortality they should consider such sources and also ask that the BOG 

direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of moose. 

 

 

Proposal 176.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would allow use of artificial lights at night to shoot 

wolves and coyotes in Units 7 and 15.  
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The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves and coyotes in Units 7 and 

15 are preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the harvest of predators is 

projected to decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of moose by 

hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as poor 

habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been 

shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas.  Predation 

may or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of 

knowing absent field studies.   

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Units 7 and 15, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators 

will result in more moose for hunters.  Proposals like this are typical of the “war 

on predators” that is being waged in Alaska where hunting interests believe that 

predator reduction by whatever means is necessary to maintain huntable numbers 

of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on predators have been excessively liberalized 

in many areas but there is no evidence that moose hunters benefited as a result. 

Until field studies confirm that predation is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, 

the BOG should not attempt to further reduce predator numbers. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects predation is limiting moose 

numbers in Units 7 and 15, he should request the BOG to direct the ADF&G to 

undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of predation in relation to 

other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in particular are subject to 

heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the Sterling Highway in 

the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is concerned about 

excessive mortality they should consider such sources and also ask that the BOG 

direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality of moose. 

 

Proposal 186.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would allow same-day airborne hunting of black bears at 

bait stations in all units of Region 2. 

 

Prohibition of same-day airborne hunting of big game animals in Alaska has been 

in effect for decades with certain exceptions.  In recent years, exceptions have been 

made for hunting bears in predator control areas as a means of severely reducing 

bear numbers in an attempt to increase ungulates for hunters. 

 

Individuals and fish and game advisory committees noted these exceptions and now 

wish to extend them over vast areas not part of predator control programs.  We 
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urge the BOG to reject proposals like this and attempt to inform the public that 

fair chase standards (including prohibition of same-day airborne hunting) are still 

important and should be preserved. 

 

Proposal 187.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would establish an annual trapping bag limit of 10 black 

bears for all units of Region 2. 

 

We opposed the re-classification of black bears establishing them as furbearers.  

The re-classification was adopted to allow foot snaring of black bears in predator 

control areas.  Now, proposals like this want to allow “trapping” over vast areas 

not part of control programs through the use of guns, bows and arrows, muzzle 

loaders, or spears in addition to foot snares. 

 

We especially oppose the proposed bag limit of 10 bears.  This is excessive and may 

result in over-harvesting bears locally. 

 

 

Proposal 189.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would provide for no closed season and no bag limit for 

coyotes in all units of Region 2. 

 

The justification for this proposal is that coyotes are preying excessively on 

marten, red fox, lynx and sheep and that having unlimited hunting of coyotes 

would relieve this predation pressure. 

 

No studies anywhere in Alaska have ever documented that coyote predation on 

marten or lynx is sufficient to limit numbers of these predators or to affect human 

harvests of them.  

 

This proposal and several others like it raise the issue of de facto predator control.  

While coyotes are targeted in this proposal much de facto control, including 

lengthening seasons and raising bag limits, has been directed at wolves.  We have 

commented extensively on these types of control measures which are designed to 

reduce predators over much of Alaska. These incremental measures are not part of 

a scientifically-sound formal predator control program and virtually always lack 

field study data indicating that the targeted predator population in the affected 

areas strongly limit ungulate numbers.  Nor do these measures require the public 

review that the formal predator control program would need to be implemented.  

Therefore, we urge the BOG to reject proposals for de facto predator control on all 

target species, including wolves, bears and coyotes.  
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Proposal 197.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would allow same-day airborne hunting of black bears at 

bait stations in all units of Regions 2 and 4. 

 

Prohibition of same-day airborne hunting of big game animals in Alaska has been 

in effect for decades with certain exceptions.  In recent years, exceptions have been 

made for hunting bears in predator control areas as a means of severely reducing 

bear numbers in an attempt to increase ungulates for hunters. 

 

Individuals and fish and game advisory committees noted these exceptions and now 

wish to extend them over vast areas not part of predator control programs.  We 

urge the BOG to reject proposals like this in an attempt to inform the public that 

fair chase standards (including prohibition of same-day airborne hunting) are still 

important and should be preserved.  

 

 

Proposal 224.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the bag limit of black bears in Units 7 

and 15 to three annually with no closed season. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that there is an increasing number of 

bears in Units 7 and 15 and bears are preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the 

bag limit is projected to increase the bear harvest, decrease predation on moose and 

increase the harvest of moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as 

poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf predation, all of 

which have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other 

areas.  Bear predation may or may not be an important limiting factor, but there is 

no way of knowing absent field studies.   

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Units 7 and 15, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators 

will result in more moose for hunters.  Proposals like this are typical of the “war 

on predators” that is being waged in Alaska where hunting interests believe that 

predator reduction by whatever means is necessary to maintain huntable numbers 

of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on predators have been excessively liberalized 

in many areas but there is no evidence that moose hunters benefited as a result. 

Until field studies confirm that predation is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, 

the BOG should not attempt to further reduce predator numbers. 
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We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects bear predation is limiting 

moose numbers in Unit 7 and 15 he should request the BOG to direct the ADF&G 

to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear predation in 

relation to other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in particular are 

subject to heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the Sterling 

Highway in the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is 

concerned about excessive mortality they should consider such sources and also ask 

that the BOG direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality 

of moose. 

 

Proposal 226.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the bag limit for wolves to 10 per day 

and allow snowmachine pursuit of wolves in Units 7 and 15. 

 

The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves in Units 7 and 15 are 

preying excessively on moose.  Increasing the harvest of predators is projected to 

decrease predation on moose and increase the harvest of moose by hunters. 

 

There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims.  

Predator control programs must be based on field data identifying limiting factors 

for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as poor 

habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been 

shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas.  Predation 

may or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of 

knowing absent field studies.  We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal 

suspects predation is limiting moose numbers in Units 7 and 15, that he should 

request the BOG to direct the ADF&G to undertake field studies to evaluate the 

nature and extent of predation in relation to other limiting factors. 

 

There is no recent biological information indicating excessively heavy predation on 

moose in Units 7 and 15, nor is there any reason to believe that reducing predators 

will result in more moose for hunters.  Proposals like this are typical of the “war 

on predators” that is being waged in Alaska where hunting interests believe that 

predator reduction by whatever means is necessary to maintain huntable numbers 

of ungulates.  Seasons and bag limits on predators have been excessively liberalized 

in many areas but there is no evidence that moose hunters benefited as a result. 

Until field studies confirm that predation is limiting moose on the Kenai Peninsula, 

the BOG should not attempt to further reduce predator numbers. 

 

We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects bear predation is limiting 

moose numbers in Unit 7 and 15, that it should request the BOG to direct the 

ADF&G to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear 
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predation in relation to other limiting factors. Moose on the Kenai Peninsula in 

particular are subject to heavy road mortality; 225 have been killed annually on the 

Sterling Highway in the last decade – mostly females and calves. If the proponent is 

concerned about excessive mortality they should consider such sources and also ask 

that the BOG direct the ADF&G work with the DOT to decrease road mortality 

of moose. 

 

Proposal 230.  We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

 

This proposal, if adopted, would change the regulations requiring guides to 

accompany hunters at black bear bait stations. 

 

We endorse the present regulations requiring guides to accompany hunters at bear 

baiting stations. 

 

Conclusion 

 

We recognize that not all individuals who submit comments and proposals are wildlife 

professionals. However, it is our opinion that proposals submitted to the BOG often 

lack necessary scientific justification to support their passage. Unfortunately the 

majority of proposals in the March, 2011 proposal book focus narrowly on 

suppressing predation, failing to consider other factors that lead to low – or perceived 

low – moose or caribou population density: weather, displacement due to disturbance, 

over-harvest, excessive road mortality, lack of adequate habitat, and other factors.  

 

Further, proposals aimed at allowing what we deem de facto predator control attempt 

to circumvent the formal process through which predator control programs are 

publicly reviewed, adopted and implemented. We urge the BOG to reject proposals 

that aim to reduce predation absent biological justification; predator control programs 

should only be adopted through the formal predator control implementation planning 

process.  

 

We continue to maintain that the State of Alaska has failed to scientifically justify their 

predator control programs, which are driven more by politics than science. 

Independent scientists and wildlife experts both in Alaska and across the nation have 

criticized the single species wildlife management strategies employed by the state. We 

continue to urge those charged with the responsible and sustainable management of 

our wildlife resources – including predators – to develop a comprehensive, 

scientifically justifiable and socially acceptable predator control program based on the 

1997 National Research Council Review.  

 

 

Thank you for considering our comments. 
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Sincerely, 

 

Theresa Fiorino 

Alaska Representative 

Defenders of Wildlife 

 

On Behalf of: 

 

Valerie Connor 

Conservation Director  

Alaska Center for the Environment 

 

John Toppenberg 

Executive Director 

Alaska Wildlife Alliance 
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Region IV & Misc. Region \k ide Proposals

Comments to the BUG for the 3.2ti1 1 meeting.

Submitted by:
Master Guide Smokey Don Duncan

Proposal # 25 Strongly object. Guides v ill soon be asking what a hunt for 6 foot so is
worth. Currently the common practice for many area locals is to shoot, or shoot at, any
and every bear they see. Seldom is retrieval e en attempted. Ask why the regional nati e
corporation and area village corps do not let guides hunt bears on their lands. The areas
average bear size has dropped considerably over the last 12 years.

Proposal # 26 Strongly object. Please note, The Park Service doesn’t care what the State
wants, so why should we care what they want? It is outrageous that the Park Service or
Advisory Council would take it upon themselves to suggest 17 B wide changes instead of
just changes close to the Park, which comprises very little of 17 B. I bet 17 B has more
moose than the Park.

Proposal # 27 Strongly object. Many bears are killed now that are not salvaged. I
seriously doubt this proposal will encourage the actual salvage of the bears. It will make
legal year round hunting and market hunting. This drastic action is not needed. The
highest moose populations are around the villages now because of what I call a wolf free
zone, not because there are fewer bears or too many bears.

Proposal # 28 Strongly Object. See reasons listed for proposal # 25. There is little
“burden to getting a bear sealed with in a 30 day time period. Villagers can get the bear
sealed by F&WP or in Dillingham which they frequent. F&G has, in the past allowed a
responsible individual to take on the duties of sealing bears in other villages. And it could
be made so here.

Proposal # 29 Strongly object. See reasons listed in # 25 and # 28. This proposal would
open up the year round whole sale slaughter of a valuable resource, The DLP process is
not that cumbersome. A pain in the butt that is mostly from stupid questions. If the form
were revised to asked 2-3 simple questions like “When? Where? Why?”; it would he
substantially easier than 10 15 pages of stupid questions.

Proposal # 30 Object OR support Ammended. The caribou herd is not in the area like it
used to be or when it use to he. rhat is a fact. And access is tough for the villagers. But
there has always a harvestable surplus in recent years, even when the non-resident season
was closed. The herd is recovering. The harvestable surplus is many times located where
you must fly out to reach it, There is no longer the need to keep the non-resident season
closed. I could support this proposal if it included some allocation for the non-resident
hunter. See my reasons, and proposals to address the problem in proposals # 31 & 32.
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Proposals 31 & 32 Strongly Support one or the other. I would just like to add that the
proposed time frame would not conflict with the area resident hunters as was mentioned
in their reasons for proposal # 30.

Proposal # 33. Strongly Support. This is the minimum the Board should do. See proposal
# 35 for reasons to eliminate the permit entirely. At the March 2009 Board meeting some
of the Board members were in favor of leaving the registration period open until all 75
permits had been issued. The urea biologist felt that he would be put in a bad spot
because the resident hunters had strict deadlines and that they would give him a hard time
if non-residents had no deadline. BUT what was not mentioned was that there are no
limits to the number of resident permits AND a F&G employee travels to the villages to
personally issue the permits. They do not have to go to Dillingham between Sarn-5pm on
weekdays. A good compromise is to leave the registration open until all are issued which
has never come close to happening.

Proposal 34. Support. And this does not benefit me at all. But the moose population is
increasing both in the Refuge and on the inaccessible lands east of the Refuge. The
Refuge has more accessible areas.

Proposal #35 Strongly Support. See reason listed above in comments on proposal # 33.
The problem this registration permit was made to address was over by the time it was
enacted in 2005.

Proposal # 36. Strongly Object. The upper unit 17 B moose population is not in decline.
It is rebounding from depredation from wolves after the Muichatna Caribou herd crashed.
It is true the wolves got well established in upper 17 B during the high populations days
of the caribou herd. When the herd crashed, the wolves turned to moose and killed them
and or drove them out of the smaller drainages and creeks of upper 17 B,particularly the
upper Nushagak. However, our surveys show those moose slowly returning to their old
areas. The vast majority of wolves have also moved south toward Dillingham and the
villages following the moose. To increase the moose population in upper 17 B at a faster
rate and with out implementing wolf control, I submitted proposal # 38. Proposal # 36 is
over kill and ceasing all moose hunting by everyone would not have solved the problem
unless common sense had prevailed 10 years ago. A little foresight would have predicted
that when the impending caribou crash happened; we would immediately need to increase
wolf harvest to prevent over predation on moose by wolves. Bears are not the main
problem. But, I personally witnessed them hunting new born caribou on the calving
grounds and presumably they will turn to moose calves in the spring. But the bear
population has been reduced already.

Proposal #37 Object. For a fact: this proposal would greatly benefit the air taxis
operating out of Anchorage and Soldotna and drastically increase the number of resident
hunters. The Big Game Commercial Service Board has refused to address Transporters
and air taxis and their potential over harvest and the crowding problems they create. I
understand the reason for the request but the registration permits for residents were put in
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place with a huh. or ‘. illage Nitation requirement to fax or local area residents. The
resident re$lstraL ion permits u crc effective bile the non resident permit registration was
“too etlective”. Make no mistake ahout ii: the influx ot air taxis and transporters chasing
the crashing caribou lead direcil to the lo hull caribou numbers and to the passage of
the non-resident moose registration hunt. RM 587.

Proposal # 38. Strongly Support. This singular adjustment can and I predict will eliminate
the more drastic and extremely controversial alternatives for olt control stich as
shooting from a plane or helicopter. I believe the Board must try all less controx ersial
methods first. fhls is one of them. If a Statutory change is needed to implement proposal
# 38 then request the needed change today as soon as you pass proposal # 38.

Proposal # 110 Object. If a resident will not spend a pittance of 825 for the opportunity to
harvest a brown hear then what do you think they will do with the hide? Spend $1000 to
tan it? Get real. Look at how many hides you see hanging in village houses. I am not
talking about subsistence brown bear for food. That fee is v ai ed already and the trophy
value must be destroyed. But the fact is I have tried to donate brown hear meat in the
villages and the only takers wanted it only to feed their dogs. And one guy said his dogs
would not eat it. So let us not kid ourselves. Eliminating the brown hear tag fee just
devalues a valuable resource. encourages waist and negatively effects the guiding
industry. What can we sell a 6 foot sow hunt for?

Proposal #11 8 Support with Ammendment. The problem exists. The simple solution is to
require the non-resident to show proof of a guide contract with-in 1 month after the draw
and before the actual permit is issued. Otherwise the permit goes to the next person on
the waiting list held by F&G. Similar to what they have done in the past for Musk Ox. If
the list is exhausted then it goes to the first guide who shows up and requests the permit
for a contracted hunter. Add this option to proposal # 122.

Proposal #119 Object. I do not believe the ratios and numbers presented are correct. I
believe a more reasonable measure like Proposal # 38 should be used and maybe
extended to the other units mentioned. The fact is that many areas of unit 17 have local
herds around solitary mountains and they are doing fine and they do not migrate like the
old herd did.

Proposal # 120. Object. History shows that F&Gs management of the Mulchatna caribou
herd consisted of little more than population counts and indiscriminately raising the
management goal to match the population so the could ignore the o er population. The
habitat in the u intering and calving grounds haxe been decimated, heat down to dirt. as a
result. It will not recover soon. History shows that the original goal of 35—50.000 may
have been about the right number. Ask me what should have been done and I’ll gladly
tell you since F&G stated in March 2009 they had no idea what happened.

Proposal # 1 22 Support amended. I recommend that anyone between the ages of 10 and
1 6 who draws a permit must then buy a license to hunt. If they can afford the hunt then
they can afford the license,
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Proposal #123 Strongly Object. I do not think we should have archery or muzzle loading
special seasons unless there are safety concerns. It is hunting season and pick your
weapon. And when special seasons for bear are implemented the should he after the
general seao.

Proposal # 135 Object. Any permit allocations between resident and non-resident should
be based on past efforts and or past harvest rates.

Proposal # 185 Object. A 3 bear yearly limit is plenty enough.

Proposal # 186. Support. Amended It should he enacted statewide. Should he modified
to say you must be on the ground by 6- 8 pm to prevent land and shoot.

Proposal # 187 Object

Proposal 121. Object. This would close large areas to non-resident hunting needlessly if
the Board continues to believe that it can not implement wolf control with out closing
non-resident hunting.

Proposal # 194 Object. If the waterfowl guiding industry is like the big game guiding
industry: the guided hunters are feeding Alaskan families via game meat donations.

Proposal #197 Support, Ammended. Should add wording to effect that says rnust be on
the ground by 6-8 pm to eliminate land and shoot. We have been asking for this
modification for many years. It should have been enacted long ago and should be enacted
well before we enact trapping.

Proposal # 199 Object. The “issue” raised is untrue and invalid.

Proposal # 200 & 201 Support. The issue is true. F&WP has asked the BGCSB to correct
the problem with little having been done. This would be enforceable. Not easy but
convictable.

Proposal # 202 Object. This proposal devalues grizzlies. If the hunter is too cheap to buy
a $25 grizzly tag. do you think he will spend S 1000 to tan the hide? If increased bear
harvest is desired then loosen the current methods and means allowed so that those who
desire grizzlies can harvest one easier. More importantly the Board can ask the legislature
to decrease the brown bear and grizzly bear tag fee for non-residents and non-resident
aliens, Then the guided hunters will he more likely to have the incidental tag in their hand
and use it, I beg the Board to remember that guided non-residents are responsible for the
taking of as much as 80% of the reported brown/grizzly bears in some areas. I would
suggest that the Board recommend to the legislature that they establish a 3-4 tier tag fee
for non-residents/aliens. $500 where the desired harvest is at current levels. $1000 where
the harvest is too high or where the competition is too high or demand is high. A $250 tag
fee where increased harvest is desired. And lastly a S250 tag fee where harvest must he
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increased immediately. This approach directs hunting pressure where desired. \alues the
resource as appropriate and generates money instead of loosing money. Waiving the tag
fee for residents should he used only in areas where har est must he increased v ith out a
doubt.

Proposal # 203 Support Amended . Allow some non-resident permits. ft is time the Board
recognized that the moose populations have grown in part because of guided non-resident
grizzly and particularix black hear hunters using bait throughout the region. When there
are harvestable surpluses of this magnitude: the Board should repa\ the efforts by
allocating some permits for non—residents. The permit would have limited attractiveness
to non-residents because of the lack of trophy potential. ft has been proven in other states
and in Canada. that some out of state people wish to simply kill a moose and to kill a
moose for food and will pay for it. F&G has identified areas of antlerless moose hunts
that are undersubscribed. Maybe these areas should be opened to non-residents who may
pay more to access the area. It is a good way for the State to generate license and tag
revenue and get the job done.

Proposal #204. Community harvest for Minto
I strongly object to this proposal. Board members should be aware that in previous years
the Dept employees have gone out of their way to drive 120 miles to Minto to register all
those who stand in line. Issuing the permits in Minto and allocating a certain number of
the permits to be issued in Minto strongly favor Minto residents. Many times in the past:
someone would have to go around and wake people up in Minto to come and get the
permit. It does not get any easier than it is currently. The proposers instead wants to have
to do absolutely nothing to get the lions share of the permits. The proposer makes no
suggestion as to how the rest of the residents in the areas like Fairbanks. Eureka. Manley
and Livengood are suppose to get their permits. The reason given, that “the people of
Minto do not want to stand in line with non-Minto people” smells like racism to me.

When the Board directed that a large percentage of the permits would be issued
physically in Minto that was a more than a fair decision and the current Board should
uphold it.

Proposal #214 Support Amended. F&WP have told me that they wish to see the non
resident accompanied at all times. Not just when the shooting happens. It bothers them
when a non resident is loosely wandering around with a brown bear tag and no one
accompanying them. “closely accompanied by the second degree kindred at all times
when scouting during the season, hunting, stalking or attempting to take” would he better
language.

Proposal #215. Strongly Object. The reason for this point system is clearly identified in
the What will happen if nothing is done? column. It will change the odds. There is
nothing more fair than the system we have now and this system creates a game to he
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played, rules to follow, hoops to jump through etc.., all to favor some who play the
“game” well and punish those who do not. A simpler system would be create “x” number
of tags and price them at auction,

Proposal # 221. Object. rasing wildlife for fun is harassment under current definitions.
There is no need for additional regulations. Passage may actually discourage the public
from carrying the taser which may lead to more DLP bears. What will F&WP think when
they see someone carrying one?

Proposal # 222 & 223 Neutral. Musk Ox have antlers? Does proxy hunting increase the
chances someone has to obtain a trophy in trade for doing the hunt? JE: “Billy Bob; I’ll
go shoot your moose/musk ox if you let me keep the antlers/horns.” Has this reason for
trophy destruction disappeared?

BOG Bear Harvest, Conservation and management Policy. My comments and
recommendations.
Managing Predation by Bears:

I would issue a strong reprimand for failing to include the one tool that is not
controversial, the one tool that raises money for the State and the guide industry and is
already in place and is simple to use. The tool is the BOG recommends to the BGCSB
that they lift the 3 GUA restriction. And the BOG should demand that the BGCSB and or
DNR, BLM and the USFWS comply immediately. A good case is the Yukon Flats where
the Feds issue exclusive Guide Use area permits. They should allow other guides to guide
for wolves and bears there. But their sole use contract forbids allowing entry by other
guides. They need to change it. The regional corp. Doyon has refused repeated attempts
by various people to guide bear hunters on their lands even when the village corps desire
it. BLM has forbidden guided bear hunting entirely in the Ray Mountains during calving
season and on the calving grounds. I wonder why herd growth is stagnant for over 30
years in prime habitat with scarce hunting pressure?

Long before we allow the trapping of bears we should allow guides to set up baits for
clients with out having to guide them. To keep requiring guides to guide all the clients on
a baited hunt, residents included, in an area where trapping is allowed is beyond belief. In
any area where trapping might be considered, the BOG should request the elimination of
the GUA restrictions and the personally accompany requirements. Same day airborne
hunting over bait should have been permitted in many areas long ago and it should be in
place before trapping or areal shooting is allowed,

I strongly feel it would be best to prioritize the tools the BOG would authorize. IF;
baiting before lifting the GUA restrictions, same day airborne before trapping; trapping
before killing sow s and cubs, sows and cubs killed before aerial hunting. .etc.

Concerning the sale of gall bladders. I find it not offensive at all and a heck of a lot less
controversial than shooting sows and cubs or using helicopter gunships. There are States
where selling the bladder is legal and Alaska should be next. Supplying the real market
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ith legal bladders ill curtail and eliminate the illegal market. Now there is a positive
step. The big lie that pre ents the legalized sale of bladders is the lie that says bladders
are worth S30.000 - S60.Ofl() each. If that ‘ as so the Asians ‘. mild he o er here bu ing
every hear hunt the could. Taking your O\\ n legall\ taken gall bladder hack home is not
covered under the CITIES requirement nor is it forbidden there under. The fact is. the
market rate for a fresh black hear gall bladder is S 100. No more. I do find it offensive that
ou are required to waist something that is SO valuable to others .And since the Board
proposes to legal the sale of most other bear parts taken tinder a trapping license. I see no
reason to keep the sale of bladders illegal. If legislative change is need ask for it today.

The Board should he aware that most interior villages and villagers do not harvest many
black bears because of cultural beliefs. In many villages the women will not cat bear meat
and some will not touch or even want to iew a dead bear. Given those facts, I do not
expect to see local villages harvest more bears for meat or furs even if trapping is
allowed. The idea that a black bear hide is salable is unproven at best, Look at the current
market. A tanned bear hide, when legal to sell, is lucky to bring more than the cost of
tanning. In my 35 years in Alaska, I have seen 1 black bear coat made. And the maker
gave it to me for nothing. I strongly believe that allowing the trapping of hears will lead
directly massive amounts of wanton waist. Some trappers will simply roll the hear in the
river. I doubt that allowing the hide to be sold will increase reported harvest or salvage.

And if you think you have problems with hears now: wait until the BGCSB and DNR put
50 of the guides out of business with their Guide Use Area Concession Plan that few
(30%) of the guides support.

Submitted by:
Master Guide Smokey Don Duncan
299 Alvin St. Fairbanks AK 99712
457-8318
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5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. By 
Anchorage Fish and Game Advisory Committee. 

Comments: 
No comment. 

Proposal 106: 
5 AAC 84.270. Furbearer trapping. By Anchorage Fish and Game Advisory 
Committee. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 106 to trap black bears in all of Region IV Units. If Region IV did 
not include Unit 13, and only included remote areas, it would fine to trap black bears. It is 
an tIDsafe practice to trap black bears near the communities in Unit 13. 

Proposal 107: 
5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. By 
Aaron Bloomquist. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 107 to change and clarify Region IV guided black bear 
baiting requirements. 

Proposal 108: 
5 AAC 85.015. Hunting seasons and bag limits for black bear. By Anchorage Fish 
and Game Advisory Committee. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 108 to establish a regional bag limit for black bears in Region 
IV. 

Proposal 109: 
5 AAC 92.015. Brown bear tag fee exemptions. By National Park Conservation 
Association. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 109 to "removing the brown bear tag fee revocation in Unit 11, and 
Unit 13". The population of the Mentasta Caribou Herd is decimated, which is probably 
due to predators such as brown bears or wolves. Re-instating the brown bear tag fee will 
hinder the public from hunting brown bears in Unit 11 and Unit 13. The moose 
population in Unit 13 is healthy and we would like to see it kept like that. 

Proposal 110: 
5 AAC 92. 015. Brown bear tag fee exemptions. By Alaska Department ofFish and 
Game. 

Comments: 
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We support Proposal 110 to "reauthorize the brown bear tag fees for Region IV". More 
hunters will be encouraged to take more brown bears in Unit 11 and Unit 13 and keep the 
brown bear population from increasing and preying upon caribou and moose calves. 

Proposal 111: 
5 AAC 85.060. Hunting seasons and bag limits for fur animals. By Kenai Peninsula 
Trappers Association. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 111 to change the bag limits for all of Region IV units to "no limit". 
Coyotes in Unit 11 and Unit 13 are not a conservation concern. 

Proposal 112: 
5 AAC 85.060. Hunting seasons and bag limits for fur animals. By Anchorage fish 
and Game Advisory Committee. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 112 to change the coyote hunting season for Unit 11 and Unit 13 to 
a "no season limit". Hunting coyote throughout the whole year is not good nor is the fur 
of the animal after the month of March. 

Proposal 113: 
5 AAC 85.060. Hunting season and bag limits for fur animals. By Jon Freeman. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 111. 

Proposal 115: 
5 AAC 85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall sheep. By Anchorage Fish 
and Game Advisory Committee. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 115 to change the Dall sheep hunts for all of Region IV to exclude 
taking Ewe and "full curl ram only". A Full curl ram hunt only will dis-allow hunters 
from taking immature Dall sheep. 

Proposal 116: 
5 AAC 85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dan sheep. By Loren Karro. 

Comments: 
See C,Omments under Proposal 115. 

Prqposal117: 
5 #C 85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall sheep. By Aaroon 
Blpnmquist. 

Comments: 
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We oppose Proposal 117 to introduce an archery registration hunt for sheep in all of 
Region IV. . 

Proposal 118: 
5 AAC 85.040. Hunting seasons and bag limits for goat. By Dan Montgomery. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 118 on guided hunts for goats in Unit 13D. 

Proposal 122: 
5 AAC 92.052 Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. By the Board 
of Game. 

Comments: 
While review of discretionary hunt conditions and procedures may be necessary, there 
are some permit conditions which are important and should be retained such as the 5 
AAC 92.052(22) that allows permits to be transferred within the second degree of kinship 
in GMU 13. Any revision of this regulation should include the impact such revision may 
have on the Tier I community hunts the Board has authorized for moose and caribou in 
GMU 13 and the Tier I household hunt the Board has authorized for caribou in GMU 13 
(as well as any second Tier I moose hunt the Board may adopt for GMU 13). 

Southcentral and CentraVSouthwest Regions 

Proposal 192: 
5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. By Richard 
Luzitano. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 152 to "restrict trapping near trails and roads in all of Region II and 
Region IV units. It is the parent's and owner's responsibility to take care of their 
children and dogs, so they won't be caught in traps. More restrictions on trapping areas 
will discourage trapping in these two regions. 

Proposal 194: 
5 AAC 85.065. Hunting seasons and bag limits for small game. By Nancy Hillstrand. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 194 because it is not clear in the proposal what the separate 
waterfowl regulation would be for the commercialized guided bird hunters and sport 
hunters in all of Region II and Region IV. 

Proposal 195: 
5 AAC 92.220(a)(4). Salvage of game meat, furs and hides. By Vince Holton. 

Comments: 
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We are neutral on Proposal 195 to change the Region II and Region IV salvage 
requirements for black bear as follows: 
January I-June 30 the hunter must salvage the hide, skull and edible meat (as defmed as 
by 5 AAe 92.990) and that June 30-December 31 the hunter must salvage the skull, and 
must salvage either the meat, or the hide (or both if chosen). Except in sub/units where 
the biological necessity to monitor black bear populations and harvest through the sealing 
of hide and skulls as determined by the department. 

Proposal 196: 
5 AAC 92.165. Sealing of bear skins and skulls. By Vince Holton. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 196 to "eliminate black bear sealing requirements where harvest 
tickets or registration permits are required and provide necessary harvest data". 

Proposal 197: 
5 AAC 92.044 Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. By 
Joel Doner. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 197 "allow same day airborne hunting of black bear at bait 
station in Region II and Region IV". 

Proposal 198: 
5 AAC 85.060. Hunting seasons and bag limits for fur animals and 84.270. 
Furbearer trapping. By Stephen Darilek. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 111. 

Proposal 199: 
5 AAC 92.220 Salvage of game meat, furs, and hides; and 92.003. Hunter education 
and orientation requirements. By Nancy Hillstrand. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 199 to "have hunter education include meat processing care 
information, hunts delayed if temperature is 70° in the field, cooler temperatures will 
change timing of hunts, and requirement to rent satellite phones in the field". We support 
the concept for those hunters who are not true subsistence hunters. Most of the Ahtna 
people would not be able to afford satellite phones in the field. 

Proposal 200: 
5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By Brian Peterson. 

Comments: 
No comment. See comments under Proposal 201. 

Proposal 201: 
5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By Brian Peterson. 
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Comments: 
We support Proposal 201 to make it "unlawful to harvest any big game species spotted, 
located, seen while being transported until 3 p.m. the following day game was located, 
spotted, or seen while being transported". It is an unfair advantage to allow same day 
airborne hunters to harvest wild game after being transported on the same day. This is not 
a true hunting experience of pursuing and harvesting wild game. 

Interior Region 

Proposal 202: 
5 AAC 92.015. Brown bear tag fee exemptions. By Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game. 

Comments: 
We support Proposa1202 to "reauthorize the grizzly bear tag fee exemption in Unit 12 
and Unit 20A. This will encourage more hunters to harvest brown bears in these two 
units. Brown bear population is not a conservation concern. 

Proposal 203 
5 AAC 85.045(a)(17) and (18). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. By Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 203 because it encourages land trespass on Ahtna, Inc. lands. We 
oppose Nonresident hunting season, muzzleloader rifle hunts, and registration hunts only 
in subunit Unit 20A. There are too many hunters hunting and trespassing on former 
Cantwell Village lands. 

Statewide 

Proposal 214: 
5 AAC 92.012. Licenses and tags.; and 92.990. Definitions. By Brad Dennison and 
amended by the Board of Game. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 214 to "allow second degree-kindred relatives taking nonresidents 
on certain big game hunts". We oppose nonresident hunts for big game animals, 
especially, for caribou and moose. Hunting should only be allowed for Alaskan residents. 

Proposal 215: 
5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hunting conditions and procedures. By Board of 
Game. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 215 to "re-adopt regulations establishing a bonus point 
system for some drawing hunts". 

Proposal 216: 
5 AAC 92.230. Feeding of game. By Alaska Wildlife Troopers. 
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Comments: 
We support Proposal 216 "to prohibit feeding ofDall sheep", since it is not listed in the 
regulations. Photographers and other people who feed Dall sheep near the bird point on 
the Seward Highway, so that they can watch Dall sheep or to photograph them will cause 
potential vehicular accidents. 

Proposal 217: 
5 AAC 92.010(c). Harvests tickets and reports. By Alaska Wildlife Troopers. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 218 to "make it unlawful for persons to falsify information on 
harvest records". Accurate records for the department are needed keep track of wild game 
populations, harvest of wild game, and hunt areas. 

Proposal 218: 
5 AAC 92.140(a). Unlawful possession or transportation of game. By Alaska 
Wildlife Troopers. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 218 to allow Alaska Wildlife Troopers to "seize animals that are 
killed by people trespassing on private land; seizing animals that are killed by people who 
are intoxicated or other criminal misconduct involving weapons". Trespassing on Ahtna 
Inc. lands increases during the hunting season and caribou and moose are harvested 
corporate private lands. Seizing wild animals, such as moose and caribou taken on private 
lands should be enforced as well as trespassing on private lands. 

Proposal 219: 
5 AAC 92.171. Se~lling of DaD sheep horns. By Alaska Wildlife Troopers. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 219 to "prohibit the alteration of Dall sheep horns before sealing". 
This will prevent illegal take of immature rams. 

Proposal 220: 
5 AAC 92.XXX. By Alaska Wildlife Troopers. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 220 to "allow Alaska Wildlife Troopers to inspect taxidermy 
businesses". Alaska Wildlife Troopers should be able to inspect taxidermy businesses 
whenever needed, provided that it is within the confmes of laws that are already allowed 
by the Board of Fish. 

Proposal 221: 
5 AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions: By Department of 
Fish and Game. 

Comments: 
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We support Proposal 221 to "prohibit the use of Taser-type devices without permits". No 
one should use tas~r-type devices on wild game, even with a permit. These devices will 
cause harm to wild game. 

Proposal 222: 
5 AAC 92.011. Taking of game by proxy. By The Board of Game. 

Comments: 
We are neutral on Proposal 222 to review antler destruction by Proxy on behalf of a 
beneficiary . 

Proposal 223: 
5 AAC 92.252. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. By The Board 
of Game. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 223 to "review the discretionary authority requiring the nullification 
of trophy value of animals taken under a subsistence permit". 

Proposal 231: 
5 AAC 85.045(11). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. By Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 231 for a Unit 13A Antlerless Moose hunt. We believe it will be 
better for the growth and conservation of the moose population in GMU 13 A if there is 
not an antlerless moose hunt. 

Proposal 232: 
5 AAC 92.540(H)(ii). Controlled Use Areas. By Fairbanks Advisory Committee. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 232 to allow motorized vehicles restricted from August 1 through 
September 30. We would like to keep the year around restriction. Lifting motorized 
vehicle use in the Yanert Controlled Use Area will cause erosion to the soil, impact the 
resources, make additional trails and encourage trespass on Ahtna, Inc. lands. 
Additionally, we are opposed to the Unit 20A Antlerless Moose hunts for similar reasons 
as mentioned. 
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Alaska Board of Game Comments 

1/2812011 

re: proposal 193 and 194 

from: Warren Brown 

Board Members, 

I am against prop 193 for these reasons: 

907 234 7498 

1) there is no biological justification to support this proposal. just ask the waterfowl division. The 
sources for the info in the proposal are not specified and are misleading. 

2) Alaska waterfowl hunters do not put a dent in the goldeneye or any other duck species overall 
populations 

3) Alaska waterfowl biologists don't agree with the assertions 

P.01 

4) do not lump goldeneyes in the sea duck category as they are a diving duck and are not in the sea 
duck bag limit anywhere else 

5) waterfowl hunters are so few in Alaska and so few goldeneyes are taken that this reduction 
would have no effect on that population 

6) this will hurt the native and non native Alaskans ability to feed their families. Contrary to 
speculation, goldeneyes are edible and a big part of SOme hunters diet. 

I am against proposal 194 for these reaSons: 

1) there will never be an end to putting in proposals of this nature no matter what changes are 
made. Reductions have happened twice over the last few years because of these proposals and 
that hasn't stopped the proposal writer. 

2) If you take away the waterfowl guide, it creates a loss of hunting opportunity for local hunters 
who cannot afford all the boats and gear it takes to be successful. This is November/December 
hunting when most people have put their boats away for the winter" and they know its safer to 
hunt with a guide 

3) how can you differentiate between a sport hunter and a hunter only out for food? 
4) I am a waterfowl guide and would be hurt by any change in the regulations 

JAN-30-2011 04:53 PM WARREN. BROWN 
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

From: Alaska Frontier Trappers Association 
P.O. Box 3208 
Palmer, AK 99645 

907 376 6703 

SUbJect: Additional Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting 

Prot:!osaI128: Opposed. There is no biological reason to close the remainder 
of 14C or Unit 6 to wolverine trapping. Populations in these units are 
sustainable to support trapping of wolverine and should be managed as such. 

proposal 129: Support. We support management of game populations on 
military land ()BER) as a sustainable resource, thereby allowing Alaskan trappers 
harvest opportunities for this valuable resource. 

Submitted by: Rick C. Ellis 
on behalf of the Alaska Frontier Trappers Association 
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FEB-14-2011 01:31 PM RICK.ELLIS 

To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

From: Alaska Frontier Trappers Association 
P.O. Box 3208 
Palmer. AK 99645 

907 376 6703 

Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting 

Proposal #1 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the nel;ld for the changEl and 
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of a valuable fur resource. 

proPQ6al fI2 - Support, If the AOF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
sees no down side (example: negative Impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (If Proposal #1 Is 
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the 
troopers. 

p[QPosal #3 - Support, If the ADF&G area biOlogist supports the measure and sees no 
negative Impact to the breeding population, If approved, this proposal would allow for 
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource. 
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers 
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine. 

Proposal 1m -Support, If amended to Include Unlts14A and 14B. If approved, the 
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central 
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs Is actually needed and used 
by AOF&G, then this proposal would provide a mOre oost effective means of obtaining 
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beaver and marten In these 
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts, 

PWPQsal m .OppoSition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools 
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake. 

Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier Trappers 
Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake In an effort to control habitat 
destruction. The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a teaching 
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FEB-14 2011 01:31 PM RICK.ELLIS 907 376 6703 

opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access Involved. Beavers are typically 
removed by licensed trappers In the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the 
following Spring by Juvenile beavers dispersing as two year aids down the Knik river 
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can 
remember and shows no sign of changing. 

Efforts to contrOl habitat destruction by the beavers Is a double-edged sword. While 
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success, 
depriving the beavers of their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through 
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of 
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable 
beaver population is not poSSible. 

Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the 
publiC would stili be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake during the Spring and 
Summer months. Additionally (and contrary to the statement In the proposal), the 
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers 
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of 
safe areas to place traps around the lake. 

proposal #103· Support. The IntenSive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be 
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success. Please 
reauthorize the plan. 

Prgposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units In alignment with 
the other Units In Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic 
benefit to trappers through Increased harvest opportunities. 

Proposal #111 - Support. Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes In 
Regions II, III and IV. 

proposal #112 - Opposed. Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA 
would like to see them taken only when their fur Is prime. We (AFTA) can support no 
bag limit and/or possession season limit on coyotes. but remain opposed to the idea of 
no closed season on a valuable furbearer. 

proposal #113 • Opposed. Same argument as for Proposal #112. If the Department 
determines there Is excessive depredation In a particular area of alpine sheep habitat, 
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas. 

enmosal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read •...wlth 
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares." and change "snares to 
be Checked.. ." to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked...". 

Proposal #188 • Support. Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes In 
Regions II, III and IV. 

prgposal #189 • Opposed. Same argument as made In opPosition of Proposal #112. 
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Proposal 119.2 • OppoHCI. Proposal Is too vague In It's use of the term "trail". If 
approved, It could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc. 
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the ''threat to children" position 
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities. There has never been a 
dooumented case of Injury to a child from legally set traps and to Imply that trapping 
poses suoh a risk Is ludiorous. 

As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make It Illegal for dogs being 
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point 
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping Is already Illegal and that no such 
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and 
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali 
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain 
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we stili concur with the Matanuska
Susltna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet Is the owner's responsibility. 

E!CQgQsal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure. If 
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur 
resource. 

Praposal1t215 • Support, with amendment to include the bonus point system with all 
permit drawings. 

~e.~ 
Submitted by: Rick C. Ellis 

on behalf of the Alaska Frontier Trappers Association 
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02/15/2011 TUE 13,36 FAX 

To: Board ofGame Comments 
Alaska Department ofFish & Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 

(907) 465-6094 

From: Lee S. Peterson 
4867 East Alder Drive 
Wasilla, AK 99654 

Subj: Comments ofBOG proposals for hearing March 4-10, 2011 

February 15,2011 

I would like to express my opposition to two proposals to be considered and my 
reasons behind my opposition. Specifically propoSl.'lls number 72 - 5 AAC 92.550 (Areas 
closed to trapping) and 192 - 5 AAC 92.095 (Unlawful methods oftaking furbearers: 
exceptions). 

Proposal Number 72; I oppose adoption ofthis proposal on several grounds; 
(1) The Palmer Hay Flats State Game Refuge Management Plan 

has a clearly stated goal (Goal 2) to ''maintain opportunities to 
hunt, fish, and trap". In short, the Hay Flats are for all users. 

(2) I see no impact on the proposers intended usage. Trapping is 
typically done during late fall and winter when pelts are at their 
prime and thus their peak economic value. I know ofno beaver 
"set" that is above water during winters. 

(3) The statement "traps and the high usage ofthis area is a disaster 
waiting to happen" is simply not true as beaver traps are 
usually of the "droning set" or "submerged sets" using body 
gripping traps. 

(4) The statement "Due to the geographical set up ofthe area, there 
is no safe area to place traps that would not endanger children 
and pets." is an irresponsible and emotional statement. 
Trapping has ceased by the time roe is otit ofRefiections Lake 
so the risk to children is nil. I would like to see statistics 
concerning numbers of incidental catch ofchildren in animal 
traps. As to pets being caught I invite you and the submitter to 
read Mat-Su Borough Code, Title 24. This code is perhaps 
more commonly known as a "leash law" and is very specific in 
regards to pets and the owners' responsibility to control them. 
It is written so that the average person will have no doubt that 
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any domestic animal is required to be under positive control at 
all times as opposed to free running. This same code re
enforces state law concerning the illegality of setting of traps 
with the intent of catching domestic animals. 

Proposal Number 189; I oppose adoption of this proposal also because; 

(1) The vagueness of the word "trail". It does not differentiate between 
a trail established by a governmental agency and identified as such, 
a trappers trap line trail, an impromptu or personally established 
hiking trail, or a game trail. Those trappers I i)ersonally know do 
NOT "set" close to trails because theft of caught animals is very 
real and happens repeatedly. There is the additional danger of traps 
being intentionally destroyed, or stolen, by those who may 
disagree with the practice oftrapping wild animals. I have had both 
happen to me and my small trap line. 

(2) Again I would ask ifthere is a documented case of a child getting 
caught in a legally set animal trap other than accidentally 
"triggering" hislher own set prematurely. This statement is made to 
appeal to emotions and unfounded in, or substantiated by, any 
factual data. 

(3) Mat-Su Borough Code, Title 24 as well as State of Alaska Statutes 
specifically address the illegality of setting traps, snares, deadfalls 
or other methods of "take" for domestic animals. This Same code is 
also specific in control of domestic animals when outside of the 
owners' yard, kelUlei, etc. It is regrettable that the submitter of this 
proposal lost a dog. I would suggest that personal education on 
how traps work and how to release the jaws of "Conibear" style 
traps with a simple piece of rope and a stick could be key in the 

~~another dog death such as this. 

SUbmitte~~ 

~003/003 
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FEBRUARY 5, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.o. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 5526 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This is Gail Ruth Peckham speaking. I am a 

55 old resident of Anchorage, Alaska, having 

moved here in 1998. 

I wish to join, as in agreement, with the 

written comments submitted to the Alaska Department 

of Fish and Game on February 18, 2011, by the 

Defenders of Wildlife, the Alaska Center for the 

Environment and the Alaska Wildlife Alliance. 

In addition, I would ask that the Alaska 

Department of Fish and Game better outl their 

amendment to Proposal 103 to facilitate an 

opportunity for a further evaluation of the plans. 

Thank you. ..' 

peckham803@aol.com 
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February 16, 2011 

AnN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section 
P. O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
FAX 907-465-6094 

fie: Spring 2011 BOG Meeting, Southcentral Alaska 

Board Members: 

PAGE 

Please find below my comments on proposals. I have limited the detail of my comme~ts but .~ish tO
h state overall that the Board of Game needs to begin representing all Alaskans by makmg d~clslons t at 

reflect the needs and values of nonconsumptive users. I support those proposals that take Into full 
consideration nonconsumptive uses; I oppose those that do not. 

My comments: 

Proposal 72. Support. A portion of Palmer Hay Flats should be closed to allow for nonconsumptive 
recreation. 

Proposal 77 . Oppose. Snaring is unethical and cruel and most Alaskans don't support it. 

Proposal 78. Support. Bears should be removed from 1M. 

Proposal 101. Support. Season and bag limits of wolves should be reduced in lGA. 

Proposal 103. Oppose. Unit 16 doesn't need more predator control. 

Proposal 106. Oppose. 

Proposals 111-113 & 189. Oppose. A year round hunting season with no bag limit for coyotes 
throughout GMU 14, including Chugach State Park, would conflict with the major use of that park which 
is wildlife viewing of naturally occurring wildlife populations. Most residenb of Anchorage and nearby 
communities support. There is noseientifie rationale for eradicating coyotes in Chugach State Park. 
What's more, a twelve month open hunting season would pose a danger to the thousands of people 
who spend time in this state park. 

Proposal 115 and 116. Oppose. 

Proposal 128_ Support. Wolverine trapping shOuld never have been allowed and Should now be closed. 

Proposal 130-132. Oppose. Bag limits of bears should not be increased; they should be decreased. 

Proposal13S, 1336_ Oppose. Goat hunting should not be changed. 
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Proposal 137. Oppose. Anchorage residents value their moose for more than meat, and removing more 
would go against any fair value of wildlife by the majority of users. 

Proposal 140. Oppose. We don't need more wolf hunting in 14C. 

Proposal 177. Support. Portage Creek Valley should never have been opened to trapping, and should 
now be closed. 

Proposal 187 . Oppose. I am very opposed to trapping of bears in Chugach State Park by establishing a 
bag limit. This is an extremely unethical and dangerous method. Bucket snare trapping poses a threat to 
the Park's many viSitors because of habituation associated with the use of bait at bucket snaring sites. 

Proposal 188. Oppose. Coyote are not vermin to be trapped out. 

Proposal 190. Oppose. Sheep hunting In the Park shOuld be managed carefully, and with policies aimed 
speCifically at the special circumstances in the Park. 

~roposaI19l. Oppose. The Department needs broad discretion and authority in regard to permits 
ISSU~d ~or the Park because of the high use of the Park by hunters and non consumptive users and its 
proxlmltv to Anchorage, Girdwood and Eagle River/Chugiak. 

Proposal 192. Support. I strongly su rt thO 
throughout Region III. It's way 0 e :po IS proposal to restrict trapping near trails and roads 

been killed and the majority of u:e;s ~:' asbPeoPle and ~OgS have been at risk every year, dogs have 
ve een put at fisk for a few trappers. 

Proposals 216-220. Support. I support the Ala .. 
their enforcement This is an extremely impo~a ~dd"fe Troo~ers i.n increasing the effectiveness of 

an Issue, especlallv In Southcentral Alask 
Proposal232 0 a. 

. ppose. Opening the V 
dangerous. It makes an un anert Valley area to motorized hi' 
Such a Significant propOsal ~~~~~:s~~ ~undam~ntal change in a 10ng_st~~~~~IS unneccessary and 
. e conSidered Out of cycle. use area. Furthermore, 

SinCerely, 

M.~"", ""'m ~. 
!13~ ArIon Street,Suite A, flox 666 

nc orage, AI< 99507 
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United States Department of the Inte ior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

IN Rl!PJ.,Y REFER TO: 

L30(AKRO-SUBS) 

Mr. CliffJll.dkins, Chairman 
Alaska Board of Game 
Board Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins: 

Alaska Res:ion 
240 West jill Avenue. Room 114 

AnohorAGe, Alaska 99501 

FEBt 8 2 11 

The National Park Service (NPS) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 
CentraVSouthwest Region (Region IV) proposals being considered by the Alaska Bo 
(BOG) at the Spring 2011 meeting. We have reviewed 223 proposals scheduled for 
consideration by the BOG at the meeting on March 4 - 10,2011. There are a nwnber f 
proposals before the BOG that affect or have the potential to affect NPS areas in the sl teo We 
are providing you with comments on 31 proposals. We appreciate your consideration four 
comments. 

As you have heard from the NPS in the past, our mission and mandates differ from th State of 
Alaska and other Federal agencies, and may require different management approaches consistent 
with NPS enabling legislation of 1916 and the Alaska National Interest Lands Conse ation Act 
(ANILCA). We recognize and support the State's fundamental role in wildlife manag ent 
while at the same time we must assure that the laws, regulations, and policies of the N' tional 
Park Service are upheld. 

Our specific comments on proposals follow: 

Propo$als #4.5. 6. 7, 28 & 76 Oppose (Affecting Game Managements Units (G 
& 17B) 
These proposals are directed at reducing Brown Bear populations in an attempt to redu e bear 
predation and increase moose and caribou populations. As we have expressed to the oard on 
prior occasions, manipulating the population of our species for the benefit or detrimen of 
another species is contrary to NPS policies. Sbould the Board adopt these proposals, e 
recommend that you add language that will exclude NPS lands. The proposed change 
potentially affeqt NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak National Preserve, K.a; ai 
National Preserve and Lake Clark National Preserve. 
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Prop05111 #14 Support (Affects GMU UNIT 9) 
The proposal establishes a registration moose hunt in Unit 9. A registration permit sy tem allows 
the Department to collect mOre reliable harvest data. State and Federal wildlife mana 'ers need 
harvest information to support management decisions affecting moose populations in nit 9. As 
a member of the Unit 9 Moose Working Group, the NPS supports the proposal. TIle roposed 
changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchalc National Pre erve, 
Katmai National Preserve, and Lake Clark National Preserve. 

Proposals #21, 22, 27 & 77 Oppose (Affects GMUs 9B, 9E, 16 & 17D) 
These proposals call for the implementation ofpredator control plans for wolves and rown 
bears. Such management is not allowed on NPS managed lands. The proposed chang s 
potentially affect NPS lands in Aniakchak National Preserve and Lake Clark National Preserve. 

Pronosal #38 Onpose (Affects GMU 17) 
The proposal would allow use ofradio communication for talong wolves in Unit 17. e 
proposed regulatory change is inconsistent with Federal regulations. Should the Board adopt the 
proposal, we ask that NPS lands be speCifically excluded. The proposed changes pot tially 
affect NPS lands in Lake Clark National Preserve. 

Proposal #40 Support on NPS lands (Affects GMU 13) 
This proposal would return seasons and bag limits to levels similar to 1995 prior to th 
establishment of intensive management efforts in Unit 13. It would also provide seas s similar 
to Denali State Park that is adjacent to Denali National Park lands in Unit 13. An asso iated 
proposal #109 would also retunl the requirement for a brown bear tag as is required 0 State 
Park lands in the area. The National Parle Service supports the intent of this proposal t 
minimize the effects of longer seasons and higher bag limits for brown bear populatio s that use 
National Park Service managed lands, similar to considerations that have been given t State 
Park lands, The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Wrangell-St. Elias ational 
Preserve and wildlife populations in Denali National Park. 

Proposal #71 Oppose (Affects GMU 16) 
The proposal would eliminate the sealing requirement for beaver and marten in Unit 1 . Sealing 
requirements provide State and Federal wildlife managers with a method to measure d record 
biological data 011 specific species and populations. In addition, sealing data allow Sta 'e and 
Federal wildlife managers to track the age and condition of harvested animals. The pr( posed 
changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali National Preserve and Lalce Clark Nati nal 
Preserve. 

Proposal #74 Oppose (Affects GMU 16) 
The proposal would allow guide-outfitters to have up to ten bait stations in Unit 16. e NPS is 
particularly concemed about the expansion ofbear baiting, because NPS has a long his oryof 
trying to prevent habituation ofbears to food rewards both to protect bears and for visi or safety. 
Should the Board !!dopt this proposal, we ask that NPS lands be speCifically excluded. The 
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali National Preserve and Lake lark 
National Preserve. 
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Proposal #78 Support (Affects GMU 16) 
The proposal would remove black and brown bears from the intensive management p an for Unit 
16. NPS policy does not allow management practices intended to produce high pOpl ation levels 
ofmoose or caribou for harvest. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali 
National Preserve. 

Proposal # 105 Oppose (Affects Region IV) 
This proposal is in conflict with NPS regulation which prohibits same-day airborne ta lngs on 
NPS managed lands. Should the Board adopt this regulation, NPS lands should be sp cii'ically 
exchlded. Hunters could be misled by State regulations that do not clearly mal,e a di inction 
and face the prospect ofreceiving federal citations for violating NPS regulations on PS lands. 
By providing clarification in State regulations such unnecessary situations can be avo ded. The 
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak Na 'onal 
Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark National P eserve and 
Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve. 

Proposal #106 Oppose (Affects Region IV) 
This proposal establishes a trapping limit of 10 for black bears. The NPS does not support the 
trapping ofblack bears in NPS areas. The proposed limit of 10 annually is more than three times 
the existing hunting limit ofthree black bears annually. Should the Board move forW' d with 
setting black bear trapping limits, we request that NPS lands be excluded. Bear trappi g in some 
areas, like national park units, may lead to user conflicts where there is the potential !:i r high use 
from non-hunters. We remain concerned about public safety issues resulting from thi activity. 
The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakch National 
Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark National P .eserve and 
Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve. 

Proposals #107 Opnose (Affects Region IV) 
The proposal would modify guided black bear baiting requirements in Region IV by a lowing 
registered guides to maintain tIP to 10 bait stations. The NPS is particularly concerne about the 
introduction and immediate expansion ofbear baiting, because NPS has a long histo of trying 
to prevent habituation ofbears to food rewards both to protect bears and for visitor sa ty. 
Should the Board adopt the proposal, we ask that NPS lands be speCifically excluded. The 
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak Na ional 
Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark National P eserve and 
Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve. 

Proposal #108 Oppose (Affects Region IV) 
This proposal would establish a hunting limit, within Region IV, oftive black bears ually per 
hunter. The individual GMU hunting limits for black bear would remain unchanged; oweyer, 
we are concerned that a cumulative effect ofharvest within a region is not well unders ood and 
could have unknown affects. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in agnak 
Wild River, Aniakchak National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National PreserVe, 
Lake Clark National Preserve and Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve. 
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Proposal #109 Support (Affects GMUs 11, 13 & 168) 
This proposal would remove the tag fee revocation for al1lrutds ill Unit 13 and NPS anaged 
lands in Units II and 16B. Consistent with the narrative in the proposal and based on several 
comments from past years, the NPS supports this proposal as it relates to all NPS Ian s. The 
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali National Preserve and Wran ell-St. 
Elias National Preserve. 

Proposal #110 Oppose (Affects Region IV) 
This proposal would reauthorize the brown bear tag fees. However, a number of area', including 
various NPS lands, are excluded, and tag fees are not required. The NPS does not su port these 
exclusions. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild Riv r, 
Aniakchak National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, L e Clark 
National Preserve, and Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve. 

Proposals #111, 112 & 113 Oppose (Affects Region IV) 
These proposals would increase the coyote hunting limit in Region IV units from 10 c yotes per 
day to an unlimited number annually, have no closed season and reduce salvage requilements to 
the skull only. Raising the limit to no limit could have unforeseen environmental con. equences 
that need not be encountered. Proposal #113 states that this will be done for predator ontrol 
reasons, an activity not allowed on NPS lands. The proposed changes potentially affe 't NPS 
lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai 
National Preserve, Lalce Clark National Preserve, and Wrangell-St. Elias National Pre erve. 

Proposal #119 Oppose (Affects GMUs 9, 17, 18, 19) 
This proposal calls for the implententation of a predator control plan for the range of tl e 
Mulchatna Caribou Herd which includes some NPS managed lands. Predator control s not 
allowed on NPS mana.ged lands. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands i Denali 
National Preserve and Lake Clark National Preserve. 

Proposal #120 Oppose (Affects Regions III & IV) 
This proposal calls for modification of the harvest objectives established in regulation or the 
Mulchatna Caribou Herd. We support the Department's comments as stated in their P eliminary 
Recommendations to the Board ofGame on page 47-48 where it is recommended to Il t adopt 
the proposal. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Lake Clark Natio al 
Preserve. 

Proposals #121, 197 Oppose (Affects Region IV) 
These proposals would allow same-day-airborne hunting of wolves and black bear. T e 
proposed changes are in conflict with NPS regulations which prohibit same-day airbo e takings 
in NPS areas. Should the Board adopt these regulations, NPS lands should be specific lly 
excluded. Hunters are likely to be misled by State regulations that do not clearly mak this 
distinction and face the prospect of receiving federal citations for violating NPS regula ions on 
NPS lands. By providing clarification ill State regulations, such unnecessary situations can be 
avoided. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, A iakchak 
National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark N tional 
Preserve, and Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve. 
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Proposal #202 Oppose (Affects Interior Region Units) 
This proposal would reauthorize the grizzly bear tag fees. However, a number of are s, 
including various NPS lands, are excluded, and tag fees are not required. The NPS d( es not 
support these exclusions. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Den Ii National 
Preserve, Gatli\s of tile Arctic National Preserve, Lake Clark National Preserve, Wran ell-St. 
Elias National Preserve and Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve. 

Proposal #223 Take No Action (Affects GMUs 22 & 23) 
The Board of Game has asked the Department of Fish and Game to review the discret' onary 
authority requiring the nullification of trophy value of animals taken under a subsiste ce permit. 
Lifting the requirement oftrophy nullification could increase hunting pressure signifi antly. 
Effects are unknown, but could include a conservation concern, particularly for musk x. The 
NPS is obliged to avoid conservation concerns for any species. The proposed change 
potentially affect NPS lands in Bering Land Bridge National Preserve, Gates of the ctic 
National Preserve and Noatale National Preserve. 

Our comments, j'egarding this proposal fall into three areas as outlined below: I) Pllbl c process 
and input, 2) potential biological and management consequences, and 3) impacts to th 
Department's ability to best manage these hunts. 

1. While the regulation (5 AAC 92.052) has statewide scope, its effects are trallsl ted down 
to specific hunts, specific species, and specific areas, and local subsistence. N S believes 
that the appropriate place to address these questions is within the Board Cycle ocusing 
on proposals from speci'fic regions. Local meetings would allow for better pu lic notice 
and provide a better opportunity for the Board to hear from a broader range of sers 
within the region. 

2. Under circumstances that involve a high statewide demand animal or pose spe ial 
management concerns, trophy nullification may be one of the few options to sure that 
the subsistence character of the hunt is maintained and the subsistence oppo ity is 
protected. 

The Seward Peninsula Tier I registration muskox hunt is one such case. The uskox 
population is currently exhibiting trends of concern in some hunt areas includi g declilles 
in mature bull-to-cow ratios, recruitment, and a decline in overall average ann al 
population growth. There may be a number of factors responsible for these tre ds. 
However, as long as the Tier I registration hoot is managed largely through E ergency 
Order (EO) closures increased hunter demand and effort is likely to result from the 
removal ofthe trophy nullification requirement. The problem may only worsel and 
result in a downward spiral ofdecreasing allowable harvest levels and shorten d seasons. 
The 2010-2011 hunt year for muskox in GMU 23 Southwest (the BucklandlDe 'Ilg area) 
needs to be carefully considered. Compared to the previous year (2009-2010), the 
allowable harvest was reduced by 50% and the effective subsistence season we t from 
7.5 months down to 12 days. 
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Another situation where there is value in the Department retaining its discreti n can be 
seen in the brown bear subsistence hunt in northwestern Alaska. The Departn ent points 
this out in their Preliminary Recommendations to the Board on page 58. 

3. Finally, given the otten complex issues and situations surrounding some ofth se hunts 
where subsistence take is a factor, trophy nullification, at the discretion of the 
Department, and as a permit condition, remains one of the more flexible tools available to 
the Department. NPS believes Department staff, in coordination with the NP " is in the 
best position to detennine whether or not to apply trophy nullification as a rna agement 
tool. 

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to provide you with comments on these import nt 
regulatory matters and look forward to working with you on these issues. Should yo or your 
staffhave any questions, please contact Debora Cooper at (907) 644-3505 or Dave M lis at (907) 
644-3508. 

cc: 
Cora Campbell, Commissioner, ADF&G 
Corey Rossi, Director, Wildlife Conservation, ADF&G 
Kristy Tibbles, ADF&G 
Pat Pourchot, Special Assistant to the Secretary for Alaska 
Geoff Haskett, Regional Director, FWS 
Chuck Ardizzone, FWS 
Joel Hard, Superintendent, Lake Clark NP&P 
Ralph Moore, Superintendent, Katmai NP&P 
Paul Anderson, Superintendent, Denali NP&P 
Meg Jensen, Superintendent, Wrangell-St. Elias NP&P 
Mary McBurney, Acting Superintendent, WEAR 
Jeanette Pomrenke, Superintendent, Bering Land Bridge NPres 
Greg Dudgeon, Superintendent, Yukon-Charley Rivers NPres/Gates of the Arctic NP P 
Susan Boudreau, Superintendent, Glacier Bay NP&P 
Debora Cooper, Associate Regional Director 
Dave Mills, Subsistence Team Leader 
Sandy Rabinowitch, Subsistence Manager 
Chris Pergiel, Chief Law Enforcement Officer, NPS-Alaska Region 
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Proposal #J 56 

English Bay Native Corporation would like to support proposal number 156, which 
would give an allotment of non resident Mountain Goattags during current Registration 
hunt held on English Bay lands. 

We feel that by having the allotment available we would be more able to provide services 
to hunters brought into the area in the fall and create work in the community and utilize 
some of our rentals ect. 

Thanks 
EnglishBay Native Corporation 

Re:CErVED 

MAR 0 4 201 . 
'BOARDS 

RC20 
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

From: Billie Young 
1691 N, Catalina Dr. 
Wasilla, AK 99654 

Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting 

February 17, 2011 

Proposal #1 Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
, sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 

proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of a valuable fur resource, 

Proposal #2 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (if Proposal #1 is 
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the 
troopers. 

Proposal #3 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure and sees no 
negative impact to the breeding population. If approved, this proposal would allow for 
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource, 
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers 
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine. 

Proposal #71 - Support, if amended to include Units14A and 148. If approved, the 
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central 
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs is actually needed and used 
by ADF&G, then this proposal would provide a more cost effective means of obtaining 
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beav3 and marten in these 
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts. 

Proposal #72 - Opposition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools 
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake. 

Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier 
Trappers Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake in an effort to control 
habitat destruction, The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a 
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teaching opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access involved. Beavers are 
typically removed by licensed trappers in the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the 
following Spring by juvenile beavers dispersing as two year olds down the Knik river 
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can 
remember and shows no sign of changing. 

Efforts to control habitat destruction by the beavers is a double-edged sword. While 
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success, 
depriving the beavers of,their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through 
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of 
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable 
beaver population is not possible, 

Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the 
public would still be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake during the Spring and 
Summer months, Additionally (and contrary to the statement in the proposal), the 
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers 
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of 
safe areas to place traps around the lake. 

Proposal #103 - Support, The Intensive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be 
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success, Please 
reauthorize the plan. 

Proposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units in alignment with 
the other Units in Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic 
benefit to trappers through increased harvest OPPoliunities. 

Proposal #111 - Support, Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes in 
Regions II, III and IV, 

'\ 

Proposal #112 - Opposed. Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA 
would like to see them taken only when their fur is prime. We (AFTA) can support no 
bag limit and/or possession season limit on coyotes, but remain opposed to the idea of 
no closed season on a valuable furbearer. 

Proposal #113 - Opposed. Same argument as for Proposal #112. If the Department 
determines there is excessive depredation in a particular area of alpine sheep habitat, 
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas. 

Proposal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read ", ..with 
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares." and change "snares to 
be checked"," to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked...". 

Proposal #188 - Support, Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes in 
Regions II, III and IV. 

Proposal #189 - Opposed. Same argument as made in opposition of Proposal #112. 
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ProQosal #192 - Opposed. Proposal is too vague in it's use of the term "trail". If 
approved, it could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc. 
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the "threat to children" position 
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities. There has never been a 
documented case of injury to a child from legally set traps and to imply that trapping 
poses such a risk is ludicrous. 

As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make it illegal for dogs being 
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point 
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping is already illegal and that no such 
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and 
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali 
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain 
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we still concur with the Matanuska
Susitna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet is the owner's responsibility. 

Proposal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure, If 
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur 
resource. 

Proposal #215 - Support. with amendment to include the bonus point system with all 
permit drawings. 

Submitted by: Billie A. Young 
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811·5526 

From: Travis Young 
2751 Fallbrook 
Wasilla, AK 99654 

Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting 

February 17, 2011 

Proposal #1 "Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal, If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of a valuable fur resource. 

Proposal #2 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (if Proposal #1 is 
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the 
troopers. 

Proposal #3 - SUpport, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure and sees no 
negative impact to the breeding population. If approved, this proposal would allow for 
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource. 
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers 
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine. 

Proposal #71 - Support, if amended to include Units14A and 14B. If approved, the 
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central 
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs is actually needed and used 
by ADF&G, then this proposal would provide a more cost effective means of obtaining 
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beaver and marten in these 
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts. 

Proposal #72 - Opposition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools 
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake. 

Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier 
Trappers Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake in an effort to control 
habitat destruction. The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a 
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teaching opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access involved. Beavers are 
typically removed by licensed trappers in the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the 
following Spring by juvenile beavers dispersing as two year aids down the Knik river 
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can 
remember and shows no sign of changing. 

Efforts to control habitat destruction by the beavers is a double-edged sword. While 
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success, 
depriving the beavers of their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through 
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of 
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable 
beaver population is not possible, 

Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the 
public would still be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake during the Spring and 
Summer months, Additionally (and contrary to the statement in the proposal), the 
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers 
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of 
safe areas to place traps around the lake. 

Proposal #103 - support. The Intensive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be 
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success, Please 
reauthorize the plan, 

Proposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units in alignment with 
the other Units in Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic 
benefit to trappers through increased harvest opportunities, 

Proposal #111 - Support. Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes in 
Regions II, III and IV. 

Proposal #112 - Opposed, Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA 
would like to see them taken only When their fur is prime, We (AFTA) can support no 
bag limit andlor posseSSion season limit on coyotes, but remain opposed to the idea of 
no closed season on a valuable furbearer. 

Proposal #113 - Opposed. Same argument as for Proposal #112, If the Department 
determines there is excessive depredation in a particular area of alpine sheep habitat, 
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas. 

Proposal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read "...with 
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares." and change "snares to 
be checked..." to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked ...". 

proposal #188 - Support. Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes in 
Regions II, III and IV, 

Proposal #189 - Opposed. Same argument as made in opposition of Proposal #112. 
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Proposal #192 • Opposed. Proposal is too vague in it's use of the term "trail". If 
approved, it could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc. 
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the "threat to children" position 
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities. There has never been a 
documented case of injury to a child from legally set traps and to imply that trapping 
poses such a risk is ludicrous. 

As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make it illegal for dogs being 
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point 
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping is already illegal and that no such 
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and 
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali 
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain 
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we still concur with the Matanuska
Susitna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet is the owner's responsibility. 

Proposal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure. If 
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur 
resource. 

Proposal #215 - Support, with amendment to include the bonus point system with all 
permit drawings. 

Submitted by: Travis D. Young 
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

From: David Young 
1691 N. Catalina Dr. 
Wasilla, AK 99654 

Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting 

February 17, 2011 

Proposal #1 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of a valuable fur resource. 

Proposal #2 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and 
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the 
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential 
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (if Proposal #1 is 
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the 
troopers. 

Proposal #3 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure and sees no 
negative impact to the breeding population, If approved, this proposal would allow for 
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource. 
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers 
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine. 

Proposal #71 Support, if amended to include Units14A and 14B. If approved, the 
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central 
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs is actually needed and used 
by ADF&G, then this proposal would provide a more cost effective means of obtaining 
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beaver and marten in these 
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts. 

Proposal #72 - Opposition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools 
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake. 

Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier 
Trappers Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake in an effort to control 
habitat destruction. The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a 
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teaching opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access involved. Beavers are 
typically removed by licensed trappers in the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the 
following Spring by juvenile beavers dispersing as two year olds down the Knik river 
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can 
remember and shows no sign of changing. 

Efforts to control habitat destruction by the beavers is a double-edged sword, While 
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success, 
depriving the beavers of their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through 
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of 
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable 
beaver population is not possible. 

Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the 
public would still be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake dllring the Spring and 
Slimmer months. Additionally (and contrary to the statement in the proposal), the 
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers 
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of 
safe areas to place traps around the lake. 

Proposal #103 - Support. The Intensive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be 
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success. Please 
reauthorize the plan. 

Proposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units in alignment with 
the other Units in Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic 
benefit to trappers through increased harvest opportunities. 

Proposal #111 - Support. Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes in 
Regions", "I and IV. 

Proposal #112 - Opposed. Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA 
would like to see them taken only when their fur is prime. We (AFTA) can support no 
bag limit and/or possession season limit on coyotes, but remain opposed to the idea of 
no closed season on a valuable furbearer. 

Proposal #113 Opposed. Same argument as for ~roposal #112. If the Department 
determines there is excessive depredation in a particular area of alpine sheep habitat, 
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas. 

Proposal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read "...with 
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares," and change "snares to 
be checked..." to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked .. ,". 

Proposal #188 - Support. Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes in 
Regions II, III and IV. 

Proposal #189 - Opposed. Same argument as made in opposition of Proposal #112. 
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Proposal #192 - Opposed. Proposal is too vague in it's use ofthe term "trail", If 
approved, it could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc. 
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the "threat to children" position 
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities, There has never been a 
documented case of injury to a child from legally set traps and to imply that trapping 
poses such a risk is ludicrous, 

As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make it illegal for dogs being 
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point 
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping is already illegal and that no such 
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and 
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali 
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain 
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we still concur with the Matanuska
Susitna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet is the owner's responsibility. 

Proposal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure. If 
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur 
resource. 

Proposal #215 " Support, with amendment to include the bonus point system with all 
permit drawings. 

Submitted by: David E. Young 
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Personal Comments: Tad Fujioka 

Feb10, 2011 

Proposals:192 & 193 comment,194-support, 212-support with amendment, 215-Oppose 

Note: I am the chairman and trapping representative of the Sitka AC, but these comments are my own, 
not official AC positions. 

192: I am not familiar with the actual use in this area and am not commenting on the appropriateness of 
the concept of this proposal.  I will leave that to the local residents.  If after hearing from them, the BOG 
believes that the issue that the proposer cites is serious enough to take action, a 50' buffer is probably 
not unreasonably restrictive to trappers.  However, I think that the proposal could be improved by 
modifying it in two ways.  Firstly, the trails subject to this restriction should be listed by name and with 
beginning and end points so that a both trappers and mushers know where the restrictions apply and do 
not apply.  Secondly, since not all traps are large enough to pose a threat to dogs (let alone people), 
there shouldn't be a need to restrict use of small (marten-sized) traps, snares, or restrict taking fur-
bearers with a firearm under a trapping license even within 50' of a trail.  Even these activities would be 
prohibited by a blanket ban on all "trapping" in the area. 

193: I understand the potential for localized depletion of any natural resource that intensive harvest can 
pose.  If this is a threat in certain portions of Regions II & IV, then some action may well be warranted.  
However, I'm not convinced that the proposal 193 is the best means of addressing the issue.  Part of my 
doubts are related to the author's apparent confusion between "population" and "population density".   
The table provided in the proposal that lists the population of different duck species does not (contrary 
to the author's claim) show that Goldeneyes and Barrows Goldeneyes suffer from a low population 
density.  Likely there is not as much suitable habitat for these ducks as there is mallard habitat.  Hence 
mallards are much more numerous, but within each species' habitat the Goldeneye and Barrow 
Goldeneye population density may well be healthy.  (I don't know whether this is or is not the case, but 
the population data alone doesn’t show since population density is population divided by amount of 
habitat and no figures are provided on the amount of habitat suitable for each species.) 

At any rate, if there are specific areas where there is a high localized harvest of this (or any broadly-
utilized) resource, I encourage the Board to adopt the solution that effectively solves the problem with 
the least disruption to other traditional users.  In this particular situation, I would encourage the Board 
to look at Alternative 3 -Separate Regulations for Commercial Guided Hunts (possibly in conjunction 
with Alternative 4-Limiting the Restrictions to Where ever the Problem is Actually Occurring) before 
supporting Proposal 193. 

I do not support Alternative 1 (Reclassifying Goldeneyes from the "Duck" category to the "Sea Duck" 
category) as presumably this would be done state-wide.  At least in the part of the state that I am most 
familiar with, many hunters refrain from shooting Goldeneye in hopes of bagging a more highly prized 
dabbler.  If Goldeneyes were considered to be "Sea Ducks" they would loose this protection and harvest 
would actually be higher. 

194: I strongly support the philosophy behind this proposal, not just for birds, but for hunting (and 
fishing) in general.  While local residents hunt for their own personal and family needs (nutritional as 
well as spiritual, etc), the harvest from local residents is inherently limited by the our limited numbers.  
The commercial guiding industry on the other hand knows no such limits except as imposed by the 
resource or management.  If there is profit to be made by adding more clients and there are customers 
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willing to pay, then absent restrictive regulations, harvest levels will increase to the point that the 
resource and other traditional users of the resource suffer.  Hence it is highly appropriate to limit the 
allowable take of commercial enterprises to protect traditional local users.  To the extent that the local 
hunters are subsistence hunters, the Alaskan Constitution even requires that this be done.  I encourage 
the Board to continue your culture of providing protection to local traditional users as you have done in 
the past in particular in regard to a newly emergent commercial user group. 

Even if the dept staff do not yet recognize local depletions as occurring in a particular area, that alone is 
not a legitimate reason for turning down this flexibly written proposal.  It would be perfectly appropriate 
to universally institute separate regulations for guided hunters, but keep those regulations similar or 
identical to the ones governing non-guided hunters unless competition in an area becomes an issue.  
This is similar to the way that resident and non-resident (who of course are required to be guided or 
accompanied) brown bear, mountain goat and sheep hunts are managed.  In places where there are 
plenty of animals to go around, the resident and non-resident regulations are identical, but they are still 
listed separately.  I urge the BOG to extend this philosophy universally from big game to waterfowl 
instead of only waiting to do so until a problem has occurred and the guided industry has already 
established a political support base for that hunt. 

212- I support the Dept in desiring to retain the potential for antlerless moose hunts in the Gustavus 
area if appropriate.  However, I question the need to authorize as many as 100 such permits.  As I 
understand, the previous need to harvest a large number of cows was brought about (in large part) due 
to the department's inability or uncertainty of allowing for a reasonable cow harvest in the previous 
years.  Only because of harvest levels well below the optimal level for several years previous did the 
herd balloon to a point so far from the sustainable ideal.  So long as the department managers continue 
to have the ability to do so, the BOG should assume that the herd can reasonably be expected to be 
managed well below the point where 100 cow tags is a rational number to be issuing. 

Assuming prudent management, the scenario where the Dept would be justified in issuing 100 antlerless 
tags is so unlikely to occur that it can be dealt with on an emergency basis.  Hence, I suggest that this 
proposal be amended so that the maximum number of tags to be issued is reduced to a more plausible 
number so that the hunting and non-hunting public is not mislead about the size and health of the 
Gustavus moose herd. 

215- I am very strongly opposed to this proposal to establish a Bonus Point system for drawing hunts.  
This proposal would give a large advantage to those hunters with the financial resources to apply for 
hunts year in and year out.  While some Alaskan residents have the luxury of being able to consider the 
drawing application fees inconsequential, this is not true for all resident hunters- and certainly not every 
year, since Alaska is a state with a high level of self-employment and even the established employers are 
subject to boom-and-bust business cycles.  This proposal would generally favor non-residents hunters 
over residents, and urban residents over rural residents since in each comparison the former tends to be 
wealthier.  By highly favoring applicants who apply every year, the proposal strongly encourages hunters 
to apply even in years when they may not be able to most fully benefit from getting drawn.  (I.e. when 
injured or when other commitments squeeze their schedule).  Hunters who under the current system 
may opt to not apply until they can take full advantage of their hunting opportunity will feel obligated to 
apply to retain their point advantage.  Any increase in the number of applicants further dilutes the 
chances that any one individual has of getting drawn.  If we want to see more of these highly-sought-
after tags being drawn by long-time Alaskan hunters, we should try to discourage non-resident hunters 
and casual hunters from applying, rather than supporting this proposal which will increase the number 
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of non-resident applications, thus diluting our own odds.  In the long run, Alaskans are better off under 
the current system than under a bonus point system. 

The provision (4.A.6) to allow an applicant to buy bonus points without having any desire to hunt in that 
year is particularly offensive.  While I understand your desire to allow somebody to avoid the penalty of 
skipping a year when they are not able to hunt, this solution creates a greater injustice by encouraging 
would-be-hunters to start paying into the system early to stack the deck in their favor.  Any change to 
the current system that allows somebody to buy an additional advantage will inevitably result in more 
people seeking to capitalize on that opportunity.  

Furthermore, if passed, this proposal would particularly disadvantage today's youngest hunters.  Those 
not yet of age to apply for drawing hunts would be forced to wait while other hunters begin to 
accumulate bonus points.  Once finally old enough to apply, their odds would be exponentially longer 
than most of the rest of the applicants.  If these younger hunters decide to go to college out of state 
during the hunting season, for several years they will have to either buy points by applying and 
indicating that don't intend to hunt, or again be forced to handicap themselves in future drawings.  
Please abandon this proposal and avoid putting today's young hunters in this situation. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tad Fujioka 
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Comments to Board of Game; Spring 2011 meeting; March 4,2011; Wasilla 

Proposal #227 - Make Kodiak goat registration permits more readily available. 
I support this proposal. 

The current regulation is a way to discourage non-Kodiak residents from hunting with these 
permits. This segregates Alaska hunters, and discriminates among the same class of users. As 
much as possible, Alaska hunters should be treated equally, which the current regulation does 
not do. I have personally decided not to hunt goats with these registration permits because of the 
extra cost of travelling twice to Kodiak - once to get the permit, and then again to actually hunt. 
The BOG should not encourage Alaskans to try to exclude other Alaskans from participating in 
any legal hunt in Alaska - and these type of regulations do exactly that. Pennits should be avail
able all over Alaska well before the hunt and also online, as is currently done for many similar 
hunts. 

Proposals #48 - Repeal Community Harvest permit, All resident huners are Tier I. 
I support this proposal. 

For the same general reason I supported Proposal #227, I support this simplification of the 
Nelchina caribou hunt. I realize the State's subsistence law recognizes two divisions of Alas
kans - Tier I and Tier II - when dealing with subsistence populations of game animals. Given 
that constraint, whenever possible I believe Alaskan hunters should be treated equally. I don't 
think that the male resident hunter behind me over my left should be treated differently than the 
female resident hunter behind me over my left shoulder. Nor should I be given more opportuni
ties than either of them. We are all resident hunters, treat us the same. 

I believe State Statute is straightforward about when subsistence game populations are in Tier 
II status and when they are in Tier I status; the ANS number is set to do just that. Because the 
Nelchina caribou population currently has more harvestable animals than the amount needed for 
subsistence, all Alaskans are supposed to have an equal opportunity to harvest them. We should 
not be writing regulations that circumvent the intent of Statutes just to try and pacifY different 
groups of hunters who push the hardest. All the resident hunters in this room, and in Alaska, 
should now have an equal opportunity to harvest Nelchina caribou. 

We are kidding ourselves if we think that by continually looking for legal loopholes in State 
subsistence Satutes we will, somehow, bring the most benefit to customary and traditional users, 
and pacifY all the user groups. From what I have seen, the recent history of the Nelchina caribou 
maneuvers have just given more opportunity to those groups with the most money to litigate for 
their benefit. I have no doubt I could join a group and get together enough money to go to court 
and win for that group. But we want to be hunters, not lawyers and litigators. And we should be 
treated equally. I don't think equal treatment is too much to ask of the State of Alaska. 

Tony Russ 
574 Sarahs Way 
Wasilla, AK 99654 
907-376-6474 
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March 1, 2011 

Dear State of Alaska Board of Game members, 

Regarding Statewide proposal 215: 
5AAC 92.050 Required permit hunting conditions and procedures. Re·adopt regulations 
establishing a bonus point system for some drawing hunts. 

I am OPPOSED to 215: I am vigorously opposed to any effort to create a bonus point system 
for any drawing hunt in Alaska. 

The current system is fair and simple and should remain in effect. New and young hunters 
will have a fair and reasonable chance to be drawn for an opportunity to hunt. 

The current system is a very modest cost and the administrative burden easily handled by 
ADFG - I understand that would N aT be the case for any bonus point system. 

I have this position even after applying for a bison permits, intermittently for over 20 years, 
and recently very regularly, and intermittently for muskox for probably 15 years. I got drawn 
for bison in 2010 and got an animal Feb 17. I have not yet been drawn for muskox. 

It was through my Delta bison permit that I became aware of the bonus point system 
proposal. I looked into it. I have been told by those with experience in other states, that 
bonus point systems are Expensive, Difficult to administer, nearly impossible to escape 
once adopted, and worst of all, are designed to benefit a few extremely zealous hunters while 
essentially disenfranchising many many other hunters, especially new young hunters. 

In the 9 months I prepared for my bison hunt, I met many folks who have applied, and quite a 
few who succeeded. Several people mentioned they had applied for anywhere from 10 to 30 
years without success. And I met a few who had drawn a permit on their first application or 
within a few years of first applying. NONE of the people I talked to wished for a bonus point 
system. They all seemed to accept the current system as fair and reasonable .. 

I'm 56 years old, born and raised in Alaska. I'm extremely proud that to the extent possible, 
Alaska has one of the most fair and best systems for providing the public with opportunities to 
hunt and fish. This bonus point system if adopted, would benefit a very small selfish few to 
the detriment of the broader hunting public at great expense to the State of Alaska. 

PLEASE DO NOT ADOPT 215. 

Thank you, 

Dan Dunaway 
PO Box 1490 
Dillingham, Alaska 99576 907·842-2636 
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